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C H A P T E A 0 N E 

A Broader Definition 
of Collaboration 

l ryou asked ten different people to define collaboration in a computer envi
ronment, you would receive ten different answers. Some would say collabora
tion is_e-mail. Others would mention video teleconferencing or the World Wide 
Web. You might even hear Internet chat as an answer. People struggle to define 
collaboration because there are so many technologies and its definition today 
is broad. Really, all of these answers are correct. Collaboration-at least in part
is the integration of many different technologies into a single application or 
environment to facilitate information sharing and information management. 

Integrated technology, however, is only one aspect of collaboration as we're 
defining it. Timing is another. We're all familiar with real-time collaboration in 
which you work with others at the same moment, taking turns communicating 
ideas. But new technology offers you an en tirely different way to collaborate
asynchronous collaboration-in which you don't have to be present to partici
pate. Asynchronous collaboration allows you, at your convenience, to collaborate 
with other people, at their convenience. E-mail, public databases, the Internet, 
and intranets are all forms of asynchronous communication. 

Collaborative technology provides these key benefits to businesses: 

II Extensive) secure communication. Collaborative technologies enable 
extensive communication through many different mediums and secw·e 
communication through encryption and digital signature technol
ogy, which is critical as businesses increase their use of the Internet. 

II Storage of information in a central location. Information is placed in 
a central repository, or database, so that individuals inside and out
side a corporation can access it. If shown in a threaded view, the 
history of the information is accessible and new information can be 
added to it. 

3 
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• Ability to extend existing technologies 1vith new functionality and bridge 
islands of information. Collaborative systems connect disparate sys
tems and facilitate finding and sharing information stored in existing 
technologies. Essentially, they bridge islands of information. 

How does a collaborative system provide these benefits to corporations? 
In terms of its architecture, a collaborative system must have several character
istics. First, it must have a robust, replicated object database that can store many 
different types of information such as web pages, office documents, and e-mail 
messages, and it must support replication both from server to server and from 
server to client. This replication allows geographically dispersed individuals to 
access diverse information. To work with the data, the database needs to allow 
many different clients, ranging from web browsers to e-mail clients. 

Second, it must support the Internet and industry standards. The days of 
stovepipe computing are over. New technologies are connecting disparate net
works to form one global, cohesive network. A collaborative system must be able 
to interoperate with these networks over the Internet, and it must follow industry 
standards to allow openness to a large number of external systems as well as 
guarantee the integrity of the data. 

Third, a collaborative system must offer powerful, easy-to-use development 
tools and technologies. The environment must be open so that developers can 
use any tool to develop solutions and users can access and customize the user 
interface. 

Tools for Building Collaborative Systems 

4 

Microsoft offers a number of products and tools that are designed to help you 
leverage a company's current technology investments and extend them with new 
functionality. These tools, which fall under three key product types, are listed here: 

• Client products. Tools include Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft 
Internet Explorer. 

• Server products. Tools include Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft 
SQL Server, Microsoft Internet Information Services and Microsoft 
Site Server. 

Ill Development products. Tools include Microsoft Visual Studio, which 
encompasses Microsoft Visual Basic and Microsoft Visual InterDev. 

The two main tools you will want to learn are Microsoft Outlook and 
Microsoft Exchange Server. Both provide a robust infrastructure with which 
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corporations can run mission critical services. Combine this infrastructure with 
the rich development tools provided by both products and you have a power
ful platform on which you can write solutions. The type and complexity of these 
solutions can range from simple forms to complex applications. The next few 
sections briefly describe some products and tools available from Microsoft for 
building collaborative solutions. 

Micros·oft Outlook 
Outlook supports the ability to manage information (e-mail messages, appoint
ments, contacts, and tasks) and share it throughout an organization. Outlook 
also includes a development environment that allows you to write collaborative 
applications quickly. Part II of this book is dedicated to Outlook and its devel
opment environment. Chapters 9 and l 0 in particular discuss and illustrate the 
features of Outlook 2000 that will enable you to further extend Outlook. 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 
With the ubiquity of the Internet, browser technology is becoming increasingly 
important for user collaboration. Internet Explorer, with its support for dynamic 
HTML, scripting, and security, is an ideal client interface for your applications. 
In Chapters 11, 12, and 13, you will see how to take advantage of Internet Ex
plorer using both Outlook and Exchange Server. 

Microsoft Exchange Server 
Exchange Server, which is part of the Microsoft BackOffice suite of products, 
is a linchpin for any collaborative system because it supports communication, 
information sharing, and workflow services that use Internet standards and pro
tocols. Chapter 3 of this book provides an introduction to Exchange Server. 

Microsoft SQL Server 
SQL Server is a relational database system that offers easy storage and retrieval 
of relational information. Its built-in data replication, powerful management 
tools, Internet integration, and open system architectw·e allow you to integrate . 
SQL Server into existing environments cost-effectively. 

Microsoft Internet Information Server 
Internet Information Server is a free web server available for Microsoft Win
dows NT Server. It provides an easy way to publish and share information 
securely over corporate intranets and the Internet through HTML documents. 
The power of US is demonstrated when web applications are written using its 

5 
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built-in server-side script technology called Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP). 
ASP allows developers to write applications by using any ActiveX scripting lan
guage, such as JScript and Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript). 
These scripts execu te on liS and can access different data such as that provided 
by Exchange Server or SQL Server. The information returned from the server
side script is in HTML, making these applications compatible with any standard 
HTML web browser such as Internet Explorer. Chapter 8 introduces Active 
Server Pages and its programming model. 

Microsoft Site Server 
Site Server is a web publishing, analysis, and search. tool. Because Site Server is 
integrated with Windows NT Server and US, you can easily set up and deploy 
intranets. Site Server helps corporations get the most from their intranets by 
implementing best practices for publishing and staging intranet content. 

Site Server can also implement content tagging. Content tagging is a struc
tured, site vocabulary that authors use to classify the web content they create. 
When used in conjunction with Site Server's integrated search and knowledge 
management capabilities, these tags enable users to more easily find information. 
Plus, Site Server integrates and manages the information from other BackOffice 
products through full-text indexing of these different data sources. 

Microsoft Visual Studio 
Visual Studio is an integrated and comprehensive suite of development tools for 
building web-based or Microsoft Windows- based applications. You can quickly 
build collaborative solutions that take advantage of the BackOffice family of prod
ucts because Visual Studio and BackOffice are integrated. Throughout this book, 
you will see examples of collaborative solutions that use Visual Studio tools. 

Microsoft Visual Basic 
Visual Basic is an effective and easy-to-use tool for creating high-performance 
windows applications. It includes a rapid development environment with graphi
cal layout tools and great performance because of native code compilation. Visual 
Basic also creates open, industry-standard ActiveX components. These com
ponents can provide functionality to other applications whether they are web
based or Windows-based. 

Microsoft Visual lnterDev 

6 

Visual InterDev empowers web application developers to rapidly build fully 
interactive, dynamic web sites. With visual development features and powerful 
database tools, Visual InterDev provides the most complete and technically 
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advanc.ed development system for building both intranet and Internet applica
tions. Through the use ofVisual InterDev Design-time controls and wizards, 
you can add collaborative technologies to your web applications. 

Examples of Collaborative Solutions 
Now that you have a better understanding of collaboration and collaborative 
technology, let's look briefly at the systems you can create. With Exchange 
Server, you can build many different types of open and extensible applications, 
all of which can take advantage of information stored inside and outside of 
Exchange Server. You can leverage other data sources in yow· organization, such 
as SQL databases. This openness to other data sources allows you to pick the 
best database for storing the application's information without compromising 
the user interface consistency. 

The types of applications you can build can be broken down into five cat
egories: messaging, tracking, workflow, real-time, and knowledge management. 
None of these application categories are mutually exclusive-for example, a 
workt1ow application can take advantage of messaging services. Rather, these 
categories define the primary function of a particular application. Throughout 
this book, we'll explore sample applications that fall into these five categories. 

Messaging Applications 
Messaging applications use primarily the messaging infrastructure of Exchange 
Server. E-mail is the most well-known of these, but you can build many other 
types, such as discussion group applications. Exchange Server supports threaded 
discussions; any folder in Exchange Server can be a threaded discussion folder 
by changing the view of the messages inside that folder. These discussions can 
be replicated to and from Internet newsgroups and can be moderated for the 
appropriate content. 

Another example of a messaging-based application is a mailbox agent. A 
mailbox agent can perform many different types of functions based on how it 
is programmed. For example, suppose a sales force needs the ability to run certain 
queries against a database of sales information. Although you could write a 
Microsoft Access application that queries the database and returns the results, 
a salesperson wouldn't be able to work on other items until the database processed 
the request and returned the data set in the Access user interface. Tllis means 
that users would have to check the Access application continually to see whether 
the data was available. However, with a mailbox agent, a salesperson could use a 
form to specify the type of information she needed and then e-mail the form 
to the agent. The agent would process the form and run the query on her behalf. 

7 
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Once the database was finished processing the query, the agent would e-mail 
the data set to the salesperson. Eventually, she receives notification containing 
the requested data set. 

A mailing list server is a messaging agent that forwards all mail it receives 
to its registered recipients and allows users to add and remove themselves from 
the recipient's list via e-mail. 

A document library is another example of a messaging application. Users 
can submit documents to a library by dragging and dropping them, e-mailing 
them, or sending them through a web browser. Because these libraries are stored 
in a central location, many users have access to the documents. Intelligence can 
be added to the library by creating a mailbox agent that notifies users when new 
documents are available. Custom views are available on a folder so that users 
can quickly find desired documents. Comments about the documents can be 
placed in the folder, and interested users can gauge their relative value. 

One popular example of a document library is a library of web favorites. 
A user can set up a document library to store a corporation's favorites in a cen
trallocation. By dragging and dropping Internet shortcuts into this library, a 
user's personal favorites become corporate favorites. Plus, users get the benefit 
of being able to create custom fields and views that describe and categorize the 
favorites in the folder. 

N 0 T E : To see a mailing list application in action, sign up for the 
Microsoft Exchange Server mailing list at http://wwmmsexchange.m;g. 

Tracking Applications 

8 

Tracking applications manage and track information, such as a list of contacts, 
from its creation to its deletion or "completion." Tracking applications usually 
require the integration of many different data sources because the information 
needing to be tracked typically resides in more than one location. 

One example of a tracking application is a job candidate tracking applica
tion, which enables a human resource department and other employees to track 
a prospective employee from the moment he submits a resume through the 
interview process and finally to the decision to hire or reject. The candidate's 
status is always available for review. Figure 1-l shows a hypothetical example of 
a job candidate tracking application that uses Oudook and Exchange Server to 
track prospective candidates. 

You could also create an account tracking application, which includes track
ing for contacts, revenue, and tasks. Figure 1-2 shows the Account Tracking 
application we'll build in Chapter 7. In Chapter 10, we'll enhance this applica
tion for Oudook 2000. 
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Figure 1-1 
A hypothetical job candidate trackitl!J application i1J Outlook. 

Figure 1-2 
The Accotmt Tracking application from Chapter 8. 

9 
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Helpdesks are also tracking applications. In a helpdesk application, trouble 
tickets are submitted to the help desk by users specifying technical problems. 
Problems are assigned to technicians based on the ticket type. Audit trails are 
established for each ticket so that the technicians have historical information 
that helps them work on the problems. After fixing a problem, the technician 
adds the ticket and its resolution tO a log of frequently asked questions, which 
users can query. 

A helpdesk might include other tracking applications as well, such as inven
tory management. For example, if the technician had to request a new machine 
for the user, an inventory management program informs the technician whether 
a new machine is in stock. By adding a workflow application to the help desk 
application, the technician could obtain approval for the machine from the user's 
manager and the help desk manager. Figure l-3 shows the Helpdesk applica
tion we \¥ill build in Chapter 11. 

Figure 1-3 

FUe!Rl<h!Q~ tit~ I 
Pli!a!e~tltlr:ellrfla~ ,...----

The web-based Helpdesk application from Chapter 11. 

One last example of a tracking application you might build is a class reg
istration application, which tracks information about a class and its participants. 
It informs users when desired classes become available, reminds them of which 
classes they are registered for at least one day in advance, and notifies them of 
any updated materials made available by the teacher. When the class is completed, 
class notes and a survey can be distributed to class members. 
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Workflow Applications 
Workflow applications are primarily constructed around three concepts, which 
are known as the three Rs-Roles, Routes, and Rules: 

• Roles. A role is the logical representation of a person or an application 
in a workflow process-for example, an expense report approver. 
Roles can change dynamically depending on who is involved in the 
particular workflow process. They allow you to easily abstract the dif
ferent functions people perform in a workflow process. 

• Routes. A route defines what information will route and who will 
receive it. Routes can be sequential, parallel, conditional, or any com
bination of these. Figure 1-4 illustrates three types of routes. 

• Rt1les. A rule is conditional logic that assesses the status of the work
flow process and determines the next steps. Here's an example of a 
rule: if the manager approves the expe·nse report) route the report to ac
cotlnting) or else send the expense report back to the submitter. A rule can 
be based on the properties of a message or on some other data source. 

Sequential route . 

Parallel route .. 

Conditional rout~ 

( ) 
?"\000 

~xpense report 
, ~oo0 

Figure 1·4 

Sequential, parallel, and conditional routing types. 

11 
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Let's take a brief look at a few workflow samples. The Expense Report 
application, which is discussed in detail in Chapters 12 and 13, is one example 
of a workflow application that you can build with Exchange Server. Here's how 
such a workflow application might function: a user submits expense reports from 
a web application, and based on the total amount of the expense reports, a par
ticular workflow process is started. If the expense is under $5,000, the expense 
report is automatically approved; if the expense is over $5,000, the report is 
routed to the user's manager for approval. The manager either approves or rejects 
the expense report, and based on his decision, another workflow process is ini
tiated to either pay the expense report or inform the user that the expense re
port has been denied. Finally, if the manager does not approve or reject the 
expense report in a certain period of time, the workflow application rerou~es 
the expense report to the manager's manager for approval. Figure 1-5 shows 
an example of the Expense Report application in action. 

DCWTent Approved by Jo Brawn 
7123198 11:12: 12 

Tota!:$5300 
StanlS: PM 

mcurrent Approved automatically and routed for Tittle 712319811:12:20 Totai:Sloo 
Status: payment Submitted: PM 

gcurrent Approved automatically and rou.ted for Tune 712419812:37:58 
Total:$67.74 

Status: pnymMt Submitted: AM 

DCWTent Approved automatically and routed for Tune 7124198l:U:41 
Status: payment Submitted: AM 

~ CWTent 
Rejected byJo Brav.n 

Time 71241981:13:18 Total: $11984.6 
Status: Submitted: AM 

IEII~~ Approved by pone Hampton 
Tune 8/4198 2:53:39 PM Total: $10000.6 
Submitted: 

~a current Approved automatically and routed for Tune 8/8198 12:03:30 
Total:$601 

Status: payment Submitted: PM a current Approved automatically and rout<ld for i:une 8/8198 12:02:39 Total:$601.12 
Status: payment Submitted: PM 

mcurrent Rerouted and awaitin& Approval from Don& T'une 8120198 1:03:55 
Total:$30000 

St:arus: Hampton Submitted: PM neurrent Rerouted and awaitin11 Approval from Don~: T'une 9/ll/98 10:32:12 Total:$7000 
St:atus: Hampton Submitted: AM 

Figure 1-5 
The web-based Exchange Server Expense Report application from 
Chapters 12 and 13. 

Another example of a workflow application is a document routing appli
cation, in which a document to be reviewed is routed to users in parallel, user 
feedback is collected within a certain period of time and consolidated into a single 
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message, and the consolidated message is sent to the originator of the workflow 
application. Chapter 13 will show you how to create an application like this using 
Microsoft Exchange Server Routing Objects. 

Real-Time Applications 
Real-time collaborative applications are the newest category of Exchange Server 
applications. Real-time applications have the potential to enable instantaneous 
collaboration (as compared to the "delayed'' collaboration of messaging-based 
applications). The challenge, of course, is to connect geographically dispersed 
users in real time. When you combine real-time and messaging technologies, 
you can build applications that leverage the strengths of both. 

One example of a real-time application that you can build with Exchange 
Server is a class registration system that schedules virtual classes by sending 
Microsoft NetMeeting requests. NetMeeting allows individuals to collaborate 
over the Internet using video, audio, whiteboards, and application-sharing 
technology, as shown in Figure 1-6. In Chapter 7, you'll examine an Account 
Tracking sample that demonstrates how to integrate NetM.eeting into your own 
application. 

Figure 1-6 
NetMeetitJ.g allows you to collaborate 1vith other people in real time. 

13 
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Another real-time application that will interest you as an Exchange Server 
developer is a new technology called Instant Messaging. Instant Messaging 
allows users to monitor when other users are online so that d1ey can collabo
rate with one another. It allows two different organizations to create virtual 
"buddies," or business partners. Instant Messaging is like a virtual water cooler! 

Chat Enables Real-Time Collaboration 
Chat-a popular service on the Internet today-is one example of a real
time application. Chat enables real-time conversation by allowing, a p,'ar
ticipant to type in messages that appear instantly on another participant's 
computer. \Vhen added to collaborative applications, chat can greatly 
enhance functionality for users. For example, you can extend a help desk 
application with chat services so that help desk technicians can hold 
"office" hours during which they conduct real-time question-and-answer 
sessions. Those chat transcripts can be posted to a discussion group so 
that other users can troubleshoot questions based on the transcript. 

Knowledge Management Applications 

14 

"Knowledge management" is the latest buzzword in the computer industry. It 
refers to the use of collaborative technology to implement structured processes 
for finding and gathering information-in other words, it is a strategy for moving 
information from the individual to the larger group or corporation. At a time 
when corporations want to leverage the information that their intellectual assets
people-possess, knowledge management applications are critical. They make 
available all kinds of information, from individual experiences to best practices 
to detailed technical data. The effective sharing of knowledge brings to a com
pany three primary advantages: more effective use of existing intellectual assets; 
competitive advantage through the pooling of resources and greater accessibility 
of important information; and new opportunities and more focused innovation. 
Although knowledge management is a new term and a new strategy for min
ing and sharing information, it uses technology that has been available since 
Exchange Server first shipped. Applications based on this strategy are called 
knowledge management applications. 

Implementing a Strategy to Manage Knowledge 
You can use collaborative technology such as Exchange Server to employ a 
knowledge management strategy, but collaborative technology is not synony
mous with knowledge management. That is, corporations must establish processes 
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that will not only collaborate but also gather and make accessible information 
that is current, relevant, and tested. 

You might be wondering what types of applications you can build with 
Exchange Server to implement the concept of knowledge management. One 
rype is a search application in which you can search discussion groups and con
tacts in Exchange Server, as well as search in SQL databases and web sites. This 
search capability is a very powerful tool. One important benefit of universal 
search engines is that users do not have to change the way they collaborate 
because the search engine crawls the necessary data sources to retrieve the rele
vant information. 

Another type of application that facilitates knowledge management is a 
knowledge base. By developing knowledge bases with Exchange Server, you can 
enhance conventional collaborative methods. Typically, knowledge bases are used 
by corporate users who post free-form, unmoderated messages to a common 
folder. Users who want specific information, such as text in a message, query 
the knowledge base in a general way and then cull all the returned information 
that meets their criteria. Because of the general nature of the queries and unstruc
tured way information is posted, many of the results are irrelevant or invalid. 

Imagine how a more structured method of entering and searching for 
information in a knowledge base could facilitate collaboration and knowledge 
management. Suppose users who were posting information to a knowledge base 
had to fill out a form that asked them to categorize their information, indicate 
how long it would be valid, and rate its usefulness if it originated from external 
sources. Users would be able to query on categories and ratings and receive only 
current and relevant information. By supplying just a little extra information, 
users make the data stored in the knowledge base infinitely more useful. And if 
you added smart agent technology to the application, you could program the 
knowledge base to e-mail links to relevant information that meers users' pre
defined criteria. 

15 
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Exchange Server as a 
Platform for Collaboration 

A hHilder is OtJly as good as his tools: This adage still holds true for developers 
building successful software applications. As a developer, you require solid tools 
and technologies, and Microsoft Exchange Server is one of those tools. I t pro
vides a number of core capabilities-such as robust messaging functionality, an 
industrial-strength object database, Internet protocols, and an open directory 
structure-that make it an ideal platform for your collaborative solutions. 

Robust Messaging Infrastructure 
Exchange Server provides an infrastructure with certain core services that enable 
you to focus on building value-added services rather than on re-creating exist
ing services. This infrastructure complements cunent network topologies and 
protocols and, as you will see, guarantees that every message gets through to 
its destination. The following sections discuss some of the advantages of the 
Exchange Server messaging infrastructure. 

Least-Cost Routing, Load BaJancing, and Failover 
Exchange Server provides technologies in its messaging engine that allow or
ganizations to defme different routes of communications between Exchange 
Servers. Costs can be assigned to these different routes, and the least costly route 
is always attempted first by the Exchange Server. If this route is unavailable, the 
Exchange Server will failover to the next Least costly route. If you assign the same 
cost to two different routes, the Exchange Server will distribute the communi
cations traffic evenly over both routes, thereby load balancing the connections. 

35 
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Let's look at an example. Imagine there are three routes between an Ex
change Server in New York and an Exchange Server in California, and the routes 
consist of one route over the Wide Area Network, another over a dial-up 28.8 
modem, and the third over a satellite link. The administrator of the Exchange 
Server system can assign costs to each of these routes: the WAN route is assigned 
a cost of20, the m.odem route is assigned a cost of 50, and the satellite route is 
assigned a cost of70. Based on the cost of the routes, for communications, the 
Exchange Server would always attempt the WAN route first. If this route was 
down, the Exchange Server would fail over to the next least costly route (the 
modem), and if that route was unavailable, it would attempt to connect over 
the satellite. 

Now this is a simple example, but Exchange Server supports the building 
of very complex routing tables with associated costs that it automatically cal
culates. For example, consider a message that has to be routed through seven 
different Exchange Servers until it reaches its final destination. Each Exchange 
Server has three unique routes to the next server. Exchange Server would auto
matically find the least costly route of all of the supplied routes. 

Delivery and Read Receipts 

36 

Exchange Server supports botl1 delivery and read receipts when delivering 
information through the Exchange Server system. Delivery receipts are returned 
to an individual user or an application when an item has been delivered to its 
final destination. This destination can be another Exchange Server or messag
ing server over the Internet. Delivery receipts also report the time and date that 
an item was received by a particular system. You can take advantage of delivery 
receipts in your application by using them to trigger events when they are returned. 
For example, a workflow application can consolidate delivery receipts to track 
the status of message delivery to workflow participants. Figure 3-l shows an 
example of a delivery receipt. 

Read receipts are similar to delivery receipts, except that read receipts are 
sent to a user or application when the recipient actually opens the item, and 
delivery receipts are sent as soon as the item is delivered to the destination server. 
You might want to use read receipts in your application for time-sensitive items 
sent through d1e Exchange Server system. The application could track when the 
item is read, and if no action is taken after a certain amount of time, it could 
reroute the item to a different user or application. Figure 3-2 shows an example 
of a read receipt. 
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C) Delivered: Review Chapter 3 - Report R~ f3 
I Eile f.Ot "!jew Insert Iools ~ l:!eJp 

l ~to~d I e ~ x I • ~ • ~ (1) , 

From: System AdrrWiistrator 

To: Thomas Ri22o 
SUbject: Deivered: Review Chapter 3. 

To: 
Subject: 
Sent: 

Mlchael Rizzo 
Review Chapter 3 
3/20/98 10:30 PM 

' as delivered to the following recipient(s): 

Michael Rizzo on 3/20/98 10:30 P~l 

Figure 3-1 

Sent: Fri 3/20/98 10:30 PM 

A delivery receipt sen.t back to a 11ser looks like this. Applicatio11s ca11. also 
send back deliJJery receipts. 

(') Read Review Chapter 3- Report 1!!1~ EJ 
Jf tie ~dt 'fjew Insert Iools AEtiorlS !jelp 

~ ~tr1Forw_erd I S~J ~ 'X J ~ • '+' , (1) ' 

From: Michael Rizzo 

ifot Thomas Rizzo 
Subject: Read: Rev,Jew Chapter 3 

To: 
Subject: 
Sent: 

Michael Rizzo 
Review Chapter 3 
3/20/98 10:30 PM 

r~ on 3/20/98 10:33 PM. 

Figure 3-2 

Sent: Frl3/20/98 10:33 PM 

Applications ca·n. zue read receipts like this to track when tt..sers open items 
se1J.t by the applicatio,.~. 
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Message Tracking 
Exchange Server supports more than delivery and read receipts. When message 
tracking is enabled, Exchange Server keeps logs of the items that have entered 
the Exchange Server system from other systems. Exchange Server also logs where 
items were routed to, which Exchange Server components routed them, and when 
the items were delivered to their final destinations. Message tracking enables 
you to find an item's route based on specific criteria such as the sender of the 
item, the intended recipient, or even the component of Exchange Server that 
handled the message. Tllis powerful tool allows you to trace any item in your 
application and determine whether or not it reached its destination. Figure 3-3 
shows an example of tracing an item in the Exchange Server system. 

Select Menage to Track Ei 

lf.ll 3121198 10:53AM 2K 
1m 3/21198 10:54AM 2K 
ll:il 3/21198 10:54AM 2K 1 
1W 3121198 1 0:55AM 3K 2 
Ill:! 3/21198 10:58AM 3K 7 
'!:11:1 3/21198 11:41 AM 5K 8 
H:ll 3/21198 1 2:09 PM 2K 1 

SuzanFrne r,;:-
GilllhFOil 
C.US;A• .:P•Micto;ott:O•EXOOMAINSRV:ODA: .. 
Ai!!onCon 
Don Hal 
JoBrown 
~Egert 

"' l/21/98 1 07 PM 280K 1 T ~chroct3ro: 

Figure 3-3 
Tracking items from Thomas Rizzo across the Exchange Se·rver system. 

Industrial-Strength Object Database 

38 

At its core, Exchange Server is an object database. This object database is highly 
scalable, replicated, built for 24-hour availability 7 days a week, and can hold 
many different types of objects, including messages, Microsoft Office documents, 
video files, voice mail, faxes, hyperlinks, text documents, custom forms, and 
applications such as executable files. You can store all of your application's data 
in the database while replicating the information to other locations, so the 
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application and its relevant information are available anytime, anywhere. Core 
features of the Exchange Server database are discussed in the following sections. 

Huge Storage Capacity 
Many collaborative applications require large amounts of data to be available 
anytime. Exchange Server makes an excellent repository for this data because it 
can handle large amounts of information and ensure the reliability and availability 
of that information. Exchange Server supports very large databases-up to 16 
terabytes (16,000 gigabytes) of information. That's pretty big considering that 
if you compiled every Wall Street transaction in history, you'd have only a little 
more than 1 terabyte. Really, the only factor limiting the size of your database 
is the hardware you run Exchange Server on. The database can run continu
ously because it has online defragmentation and allows backup programs to work 
with the database, even when users are logged on. 

Exchange Server can store many different types of objects and their associ
ated data in the same database. These objects can even be in the same table, or 
folder (as tables are called in Exchange Server). Users simply drag and drop dif
ferc::nt types of objects into these folders, and Exchange Server adds them to the 
database. This flexibility gives you a distinct advantage when developing applica
tions. Figure 3-4 shows a folder in Outlook with many different types of objects. 

~ 0 ocumenh · lo4ocootoll Oullool:. l[llllr;) E3 

Figure 3-4 

calendar .asp 
0 John Wood 

Excel Expense..xls 
I think this training is a great Idea 
Template for new hire welcome email 
Countdown 98.ppt 
readme.doc 
Windows NT Server Training 
Renderi'lg of images 

V-22 Osprey Helicopter 

The Exchange Se·rver database is an object database and can hold many 
types of objects in a single foldet: 
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Multiple Views 

40 

The Exchange Server database not only supports multiple objects in a single 
folder but multiple views of those objects. You can customize views of the objects 
stored in the folder by sor ting, grouping, and filtering the objects using any 
combination of their properties. For example, you can customize the view of 
an Exchange Server folder containing Office documents by specifying Office 
properties, as shown in Figure 3-5. Even custom properties can be columns in 
a view, and you can use them to sort and group items in the view. 

Figure 3-5 

Exchan_. Sweeteners.doc 

13 
Brent E~. AB New Product Promotio.... 8 
Bart W.~ IT Session Final.ppt 558 

Peggy ... BOM - scrlptedFinal.ppt 387 
Tom Ri ... BDM Demo Script v31.doc 38 

7 Minutes 

OMinutes 
2 Minutes 

8230 Minut es Fri 3/20/98 1: ..• 

32198 Minu~. Fr i 3/20/98 1: ..• 

128 Minutes Ft l3/20/98 2: •.. 

Vie1vs support using properties from Office documents. Your applications 
can use these properties for sorting, grouping, and filtering. 

Exchange Server also supports "per-user" views that allow individual users 
to create custom views. Exchange Server actual.ny maintains for each user the 
initial view of the folder, the status of read and unread items, and whether a 
particular grouping is expanded in the view. Figure 3-6 shows a single view 
of an Exchange Server folder but for different users. Notice how different the 
views look. Views can also be replicated offline by using Exchange Server's 
built-in replication features. 
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Built-In Replication 
The Exchange Server database is a replicated database, enabling replication from 
Exchange Server to Exchange Server and from Exchange Server to Outlook 
on the client machine. Exchange Server even supports filtered replication between 
the server and the client. 

Replication in Exchange is not the same as simple duplication. Exchange 
Server replication is more similar to the concept of synchronization in that only 
the changes are sent to replicas in the system. Sending only the changes, as 
opposed to copying the entire folder for each replication cycle, saves time and 
network bandwidth. 

Setting up server-to-server replication with Exchange Server is easy. All the 
administrator has to do is select the folder to be replicated and then select the server 
to replicate the folder to. The settings that enable server-to-server replication 
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in the Microsoft Exchange Administrator program are shown in Figure 3-7. 
Once these settings are in place, the actual replication messages are sent over 
the Exchange Server messaging infrastructure. This allows the replication mes
sages to leverage Exchange Server's load balancing, least-cost routing, and 
failover capabilities. Exchange Server also supports setting the time and size limits 
of the replication messages. 

Figure 3-7 
Setting up server-to-server replication fo·r your applications in 
Exchange Server is as easy as pointing and clicking in the Exchange 
Administrator program. 

The Exchange Server replication feature has built-in conflict management 
capabilities that enable users to edit the same information at the same time in 
the same folder or even in replicas of a folder in different locations. To deter
mine which item to accept as the newest, Exchange Server implements "last 
saved wins," the process of querying the time an item was saved and retaining 
the most recently saved item. You can also set an option that alerts users via 
e-mail when items are in conflict. Both versions of the item are sent to these 
users, and they can decide which item is the most up-to-date. Exchange Server 
will keep the item they select. 
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For server-to-client replication, Exchange Server and Outlook support 
bidirectional synchronization of changes to information in Exchange Server 
folders. This synchronization occurs in Outlook as a background process, so users 
can continue working in Outlook. The synchronization can be scheduled so that 
it happens at certain intervals. For example, a user can configure Outlook repli
cation so that every 30 minutes the Outlook client synchronizes its local database 
with new information from the Exchange Server. 

Outlook also supports filtered replication, in which only a subset of infor
mation is synchronized to the local database. Filtered replication is most use
ful to users when large amounts of data are available in the Exchange Server 
database but users want to take only a subset of that data offline. For example, 
imagine an Exchange Server folder with 50,000 sales contacts. A typical user 
wouldn't be able to accommodate the entire folder on her local hard disk, so 
she could set the replication criterion to only those contacts for whom she is 
the sales representative. Instead ofSO,OOO contacts, the filtered subset is 1,000 
contacts. Figure 3-8 shows the interface in Outlook where users can set the 
criteria for filtered replication. 

you can review chapter 3? 

Figure 3-8 
Setti119 11-p filtered replication in Ot~otlook is easy for tuers of yott.r 
a.ppiicatio1~. 
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Schema Flexibility 
Typic:ally, when you begin work on an application that deals with a database, 
you are forced to plan your schema for the database before you start writing your 
application. If the application requirements change and a new field has to be 
added to the database, the schema might not be flexible enough to support the 
addition, and you might have to drop the present database and create a new one. 

With the Exchange Server database, however, you can add new fields at 
any point in development, which allows you to accommodate the changing 
requirements of an application. New fields are automatically available to users, 
so users can create custom views using them. 

Transaction Loggingt 
A transaction is a unit of work, such as adding an item to an Exchange Server 
database. Before any item is committed to the Exchange Server database, the 
transaction is written to a transaction log flle and then to the database. This 
process is called write-ahead transaction logging, and it guarantees that no item 
will be lost. 

Transaction logs allow the Exchange Server to recover the database after 
some form of failure, such as a power loss. In this type of scenario, after power 
is restored and the server is rebooted, the Exchange Server automatically recovers 
the database. Using checkpoints in the transaction l<?gs, the Exchange Server 
replays any transactions that were not committed to the database before the 
power failure. 

The transaction log is an inherent feature of the Exchange Server database, 
so any application you develop on Exchange Server can take advantage of it. 
Any items your application sends or stores in the Exchange Server system will 
be delivered or committed, even in the event of certain failures in the computer 
system or network. 

Exchange Server Directory 
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To collaborate effectively, users must be able to find other users and informa
tion easily. Exchange Server provides a hierarchical directory for this purpose. 
This directory holds the critical information of an organization:) and it can meet 
the needs of both large and small organizations because it's scalable and easy 
to manage. Some of the most important features of the Exchange Server direc
tory are described in the following sections. 
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Reliable Database Engine 
The Exchange Server directory is implemented using the same database tech
nology as the Exchange Server messaging infrastrucrure, so the database engine's 
reliability is high. This reliability guarantees that the directory will always be 
available to your applications. 

Multimaster and Replication Capabilities 
The Exchange Server directory is a multimaster, replicated directory. A multi
master directory allows an administrator to make changes to it on any Exchange 
Server in the organization, changes that Exchange Server then propagates to 
other servers through replication. A replicated directory is implemented over 
the messaging infrastructure of Exchange Server, so directory-replicated mes
sages can take advantage of the least-cost routing, failover, and load-balancing 
features of Exchange Server. 

Directory replication in the Exchange Server system is not limited only 
to server-to-server replication. Exchange Server also supports server-to-client 
directory replication. By using a feature called the Offline Address Book, Out
look can replicate the Exchange Server directory, or a subset of it, to a user's 
local machine. This allows a user of your application to address items to other 
users and to look up detailed directory information, even when the user is 
working offline. 

Customizable Attributes and "White Pages" 
Exchange Server exposes a number of attributes in the directory that you can 
customize and. replicate. For example, you could customize the Exchange Server 
directory with a field named "cost center," and set up a supplies requisition 
program that dynamically queried the directory for users ordering supplies. 
Based on what information users entered in the cost center field, the applica
tion would update an accounting system so that the cost of supplies are auto
matically deducted from the cost center. Figure 3-9 on the following page shows 
where you can customize the Exchange Server directory. 

The directory has some additional built-in features that you can take ad
vantage of, such as its ability to store all types of information about an organi
zation, including users, office locations, phone numbers, department names, 
titles-even a user's manager and direct reports. Exchange Server is an ideal 
"white pages., 
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Figure 3M9 
Customizing attributes in the directory. Your applications can take 
advantage of these customized attributes. 

For workflow applications, a central, hierarchical directory of this kind is 
crucial. Workflow applications must be able to route items based on an organi
zation's staff structure, which is dynamic. If names of individuals were hard
coded in an application, staffing changes would require the application to be 
rewritten. With the Exchange Server directory, you can query and dynamically 
generate employee information. 

Extensibility and Security 
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The Exchange Server directory is not limited to storing information for only 
one organization. Through the use of custom recipients, the Exchange Server 
directory can also hold address and organizational information for users from 
other organizations. The Exchange Server directory exposes the same function
ality to these types of directory objects as it does to the standard directory objects. 
Figure 3-l 0 shows an example of a custom recipient in the Exchange Server 
directory. 

Any directory object in the Exchange Server system can be secured by using 
access permissions, which determine who can see particular objects in the di
rectory. For example, an administrator can set the access permissions on the 
business partner directory entries so that certain workers are denied access. These 
permissions can be set either per user or per group. 
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Internet and Industry Standards Support 
The Exchange Server directory supports Internet standards such as LDAP ver
sion 3. LDAP, which stands for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, is an 
adapted subset of the X.500 standard that specifies a common protocol for 
directory access over TCP /IP. The key benefl t of LDAP support in Exchange 
Server is that any LDAP-compliant client or application can query the Ex
change Server directory. LDAP version 3 as implemented in Exchange Server 
enables you to chain directories together through a feature called referrals. 
Referrals tell the Exchange Server directory where to look for information that 
a user is querying for when the directory does not currently possess it. For an 
application, referrals are crucial since one directory might not contain all the 
needed information about users and services. Rather, many different directo
ries, which could be hosted on servers in different locations and even in differ
ent organizations, might contain pieces of this information. 

The Exchange Server directory supports ADSI (Active Directory Services 
Interface). ADS! is an application programming interface that enables you to 
modify many different directories using standard protocols. The different di
rectories that ADS! supports are the Active Directory in Microsoft Wmdows 
2000, the Microsoft Windows NT version 4 domain-based directory, any 
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LDAP-compliant directory such as Exchange Server directory, Novell NetWare's 
NDS Directory, and Novell NetWare Bindery. The ADSI interface abstracts the 
low-level functions of these directories and exposes a number of objects with 
which you can write applications. Because ADSI provides COM interfaces that 
give every directory element a common set of properties, the application can 
use the same programming interface to connect to directory elements in sev
eral directory services. Figure 3-11 shows a diagram of ADSI and the directory 
services it can access. ADS! is an important technology to learn since it ties all 
of th·ese disparate directories together with a common prograrruning model, and 
it is Microsoft's strategic cfu·ectory programming interface. Chapter 14 demon
strates how to program to an Exchange Server directory using ADSI. 

directory 
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System 
provider 

Figure 3-11 
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System 
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Directory 

System 
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Clients and server 
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ADSI allo1vs you to talk to many different directories, including Exchange 
Server, using the same interfaces. This access is provided through the difft·rent 
system providers (SPs) in ADS!. 

Public Folders 
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The core of Exchange Server's collaborative technologies is a feature called public 
folders. Public folders are repositories for all kinds of information users will share. 
They can be accessed by many types of clients, using various protocols to 
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communicate. Public folders can contain custom forms for contributing or re
viewing information in the folder, and users can create custom views for organizing 
and filtering the information in the folder. The main features of public folders 
for developers are described in the following sections. 

Public folders, just like the Exchange Server directory, are built on the 
Exchange Server object database, so they take advantage ofits architecture and 
enjoy the same benefits: 

• Flexible database schema 

• Server-to-server, server-to-client, and filtered replication 

Folder and Application Accessibility 
Public folders in Outlook are arranged in a hierarchical tree view, as shown in 
Figure 3-12. As you can see, this arrangement makes it easy for users to scroll 
and find information. This hierarchy is actually a virtual view of public folder 
replicas in the Exchange Server system; users don' t have to know on which server 
the public folders actually exist. 
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Exchange Server can assign costs to different sites so that users connect
ing to a remote site with a public folder follow the least costly route to that site. 
Tlus assignment of costs to remote connections for public folders is called public 
folder affinity. Figure 3-13 shows the administration interface for public folder 
affinity. 

lnformalton Store Site Configuration Properties Ei 

OK 

Figure 3-13 
By setting the Public Folde·r Affinity option, users of your application 
1vilt access one replica of the Public Folder database over another 
depending on thei1· location on the network. 

Public folders are not limited to holding only the data for an application; 
they also can hold any custom forms associated with the application. The avail
ability of these forms makes your application easier to use by allowing users to 
go directly to a public folder to select the associated form rather than search for 
the form in a global forms list. 

Security and Content Control 
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Inherent in public folders is security control. Public folder permissions can be 
set on three different scales: 

II Global. Default permissions for everyone in the organization; default 
permissions for anonymous users 
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• Grot~>p. Permissions for a specific list of users 

• Per tt.Ser. Individual permissions for a particular folder 

All of these permission levels can be combined for a particular folder or set of 
users. Assigning permissions is easy, as shown in Figure 3-14. Notice that the 
permissions tab supports predefined roles for users, which you can use to quickly 
set permissions for a folder. 
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Figure 3-14 
Setting permissions for a pti.blic folder is easy. 

In addition to having roles-based permissions, public folders have built
in moderation capabilities. A moderated public folder allows you to control what 
content is posted to a folder and who has permission to approve this content. 
Before any item is posted to a folder, the item is mailed to the selected mod
erators, who approve the content. You can quickly set up a moderated public 
folder in the folder properties. 

Public folders support the e-mailing of items into a public folder, which 
makes information available to many users, curs down on e-mail traffic, and saves 
disk space. Mailing-list server applications and distribution list applications can 
really take advantage of public folders. By default, the e-mail address of the public 
folder is hidden from the address book, but the public folder can be exposed 
in the address book so that users can browse for its e-mail address. 
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Internet Standards Support 
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As you've seen, significant economies can be achieved when information is stored 
in a central location rather than in individual mailboxes. By using Exchange 
Server public folders as the central location, organizations can expose informa
tion to any standard Internet client that supports the Network News Transfer 
Protocol (NNTP), the Internet Mail Access Protocol version 4 (IMAP4 ), or the 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). These Internet clients can post and read 
information securely from a public folder. More importantly, these protocols 
allow users who do not have Outlook on their machines to take advantage of 
the functionality of an Exchange Server public folder. For example, an organi
zation can set up a customer service public folder that enables internal users to 
employ Outlook to view folder information and allows external users to choose 
from several clients, including Outlook, an NNTP newsreader such as Outlook 
Express, a standard web browser, or even an IMAP4 client such as Netscape 
Communicator. Exchange Server exposes its collaborative functionality to all 
of these clients. Let's take a look at some specific information on the Internet 
protocols supported in Exchange Server. 

NNTP 
NNTP is an internet standard that defines server-to-server replication of data 
in the form of articles. These articles exist in a hierarchy of news groups, which 
are similar to discussion folders in Exchange Server. Users can replicate the 
articles offline, plus the articles are presented in a threaded view so that users 
can view their history. Exchange Server supports both NNTP server-to-server 
replication and the ability of any standard NNTP client to read information in 
Exchange Server public folders. This allows any public folder in Exchange Server 
to be replicated to another NNTP server or read by an NNTP client. Organi
zations can use this feature to expose public folders and their information to their 
customers. Figure 3-15 shows an example of a newsreader using NNTP to access 
~ Exchange Server public folder. 

IMAP'4 
IMAP'4 is an Internet standard that defines a way for clients to access messaging 
information on a server. Exchange Server is an IMAP4-compliant messaging 
server, so any standard IMAP4 client can access the messaging services of Exchange 
Server. Some of these services include sending and receiving e-mail, synchroniz
ing e-mail to offline storage, and accessing public folders. Accessing public fold
ers with IMAP4 extends the power of public folders to any standard IMAP4 client. 
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HTTP 
HTIP is the primary protocol used to distribute information on the World Wide 
Web, that is, to transmit graphics and documents from a web server to a web 
browser. HTIP is a client -to-server protocol, meaning that a client running 
on the user's machine sends to a server a request for data, and the server receives 
the request and sends the relevant information back to the client. HTTP servers 
can do more than just send back simple data-scripts that access other back
end services on the network can run on the HTTP server. These services can 
be databases, collaboration servers such as Exchange Server, or custom-built 
applications. 

One example of an application that uses the HTTP protocol to access 
Exchange Server information is Microsoft Outlook Web Access. Outlook Web 
Access is an application, which we discuss in Chapter 8, that allows any standard 
web browser to access the information stored inside an Exchange Server. Out
look Web Access is built using Microsoft Collaboration Data Objects (CDO). 
CDO, which we look at in detail in Chapter 11, is a set of COM objects that 
exposes the services of Exchange Server to any COM-based development tool. 
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CDO is the object library for Outlook Web Access, and Internet Information 
Server (IIS)-especially Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP), VBScript,. and 
JScript-are the development tools. Figure 3-16 shows the architecture for 
Outlook Web Access. 
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Figure 3-16 
The Microsoft Outlook Web Access architecture. 

Active Server Pages allows you to write scripts using any standard ActiveX 
scripting language. With these scripts, which execute on liS and return HTML 
to the web browser, you can build dynamic web applications that take advan
tage of objects on the web server. The following code listing shows a simple 
Active Server Pages application: 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Hello World!</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<Hl> 
Hello, I was created on<%= Now() %> .<P> 
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<% Set BrowserControl = Server.CreateObject("MSWC.BrowserType" ) S> 
You 're using <I> 
<%= BrowserControl.browser & "" & BrowserControl .Version & "" %> 
<II> 
as your web browser. 
<% set BrowserControl = Nothing %> 
<!Hl> 
</BODY> 
<IHTML> 

If you browsed this web page using Microsoft Internet Explorer version 4, 
you would see the image in Figure 3:17. Notice that none of the script is sent 
back to the client, only the text, and that the date in the text is generated dy
namically from the system date on the web server. The browser is also detected 
by using a component on the web server. Chapter 8 discusses the ASP object 
model and programming environment in more detail. 

;) Hello \1/o•h.ll M•c•osoll lnle1nel Explore• _ _ _ fll[i!] £i 

Hello, I was created on 12/20/99 6:33:02 PM. 

You're using IE 4. 0 as your web browser. 

Figure 3-17 
ReS1~lts of bro1vsit1g the ASP page using Inter1Jet Explorer. 

By using Active Server Pages, Outlook Web Access can dynamically and 
securely create web pages based on the information and services in Exchange 
Server, such as a user's mailbox, calendar, and contacts; and messaging and 
calendaring services. You can access the same features in your application since 
the enabling technology for Outlook Web Access is the CDO library. 

Integrated, Internet Standards-Based Security 
With so many corporations connecting their systems to the Internet and exposing 
their networks to millions of Internet users, security has become a large con
cern. While most users on the Internet are not lurking and waiting to break into 
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corporate networks, some "bad apples" on the Internet are. Exchange Serv:er 
prevents these users from accessing privileged information by implementing 
Internet standards-based security in an integrated way. 

Windows NT Security 
Exchange Server integrates with Windows NT security in two ways. First, users 
have to be authenticated using a Windows NT account before gaining access 
to any Exchange Server resource that requires authenticated access. Adminis
trators can set up a Windows NT security infrastructure, and Exchange Server 
will use that infrastructure for its own security and access permissions. This 
enables users to log on only once to access both the network and Exchange 
Server services. 

Second, Exchange Server uses the built-in auditing capabilities of Microsoft 
Windows NT. This integration allows an administrator to detect security breaches 
by tracking events, across Windows NT and Exchange Server, which occur 
within a system. All the events can be viewed in one window using the Win
dows NT event log. 

Secure Messaging 
Many corporations today use the Internet as a backbone for their corporate 
communications system. While this is cheaper than leasing lines between servers, 
it opens a world of security concerns. Exchange Server alleviates these concerns 
by implementing some key features that allow corporations to securely use the 
Internet as a communications network backbone. For securely sending messages 
between servers, Exchange Server supports Secure Socket Layers (SSL) in com
bination with the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). SMTP is the primary 
way that different mail systems talk over the Internet. SSL allows systems to 
encrypt data sent from one system to the other. By implementing SSL with 
SMTP, an organization can encrypt its data from one Exchange Server to an
other when sending the data over the Internet. 

Secure Applications 
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SSL is not only supported with use of SMTP, but it is also used with other 
Internet protocols that Exchange Server supports. By using SSL, Outlook Web 
Access can encrypt any traffic between a user's web browser and web server. This 
secures any HTML documents that Outlook Web Access is sending to the user. 
You can take advantage of SSL when using custom forms in the web forms li
brary of Outlook Web Access. 
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S/MIME Sup_port 
Exchange Server supports encryption and digital signatures by using Secure 
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions, or S/MIME for short. An Internet 
standard, S /MIME is a method of digitally signing and encrypting messages 
between users on the same vendor's system or users on different vendors' systems. 

S/MIME is built on X.509 version 3 certificates. These certificates are 
generated by a certificate authority such as VeriSign or Certificate Server included 
with the Microsoft Windows NT version 4 Option Pack. Since Exchange Server 
supports X.509 version 3 certificates, it can accept the certificates from other 
certificate authorities. Similarly, clients can trust certificates from other authorities 
through the use of Certificate Trust Lists. 

Exchange Server also supports the revocation of security certificates. Revok
ing certificates is useful when a user feels that her security has been compromised 
and someone else is signing messages on her behalf. Likewise, when a user leaves 
an organization, you might want to revoke the user's certificate to make sure 
that all messages sent by this user are marked invalid. When an administrator 
revokes the certificates for a user, any encrypted messages previously sent by that 
user will notify other users, upon opening of the messages., that the certificate 
is invalid. After revoking a certificate, the administrator can issue a new certifi
cate to the user. 

As a developer, you can take advantage of the advanced security features 
of Exchange Server. By building your applications based on the standard Out
look e-mail message, you automatically inherit the advanced security function
ality in Outlook. This allows you to digitally sign and encrypt your custom forms 
before the user sends or posts forms. 

Multitiered, Replicated, Secure Forms Library 
Locating new applications in an organization can be a hard thing to do because 
they exist in so many places. For example, an application can exist on one of many 
possible file servers. Although the emergence ofintranets has enhanced the ability 
to find applications, you still have to find the site with explicit links to the infor
mation you want. And if you do find the web server that has the application, 
you might have to connect to a server halfway around the globe, making con-
nection speeds to that application very slow. . 

Exchange Server's multitiered, replicated, secure forms library makes it 
easier to locate applications. The Exchange Server forms library is divided into 
four main components: an Organizational Forms Library, a folder forms library, 
a Personal Forms Library, and a web forms library. Some of these libraries can 
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be synchronized offline, so users can work with the applications, even when the 
users are disconnected from the network. You can choose which of these is best 
for your application. 

N 0 T E : The web forms library has not yet been given an official 
name. However, web forms library is the name that I will be using 
throughout the book when referring to it. 

Organizational Forms Library 
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The Organizational Forms Library contains, most often, forms that everyone 
in an organization needs access to, such as vacation requests, business cards, and 
travel expense reports. The Organizational Forms Library is contained on the 
Exchange Server and can be replicated to servers throughout your network, so 
access to these forms is fast. It lists all the available applications throughout an 
organization. Figure 3-18 shows an Organizational Forms Library in Microsoft 
Outlook 98. 

Figure 3-18 

Product Idea 
Review Ingredients for FDA Compliance 
Sales Order 
Select Test Markel C~y 
test 
T est Product Consistency 
Train Manufactllling Workers 

You can publish your application in the Or;ganizational Forms Library, 
and it will automatically be available to your users. 

The Organizational Forms Library is secure, so administrators can set which 
users have permissions to publish or edit information in the forms library. It is 
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also multilingual; the Exchange Server presents the server-based forms library 
that corresponds to the language of the client program accessing the forms 
library. For example, when a Japanese client requests a list of forms in the Orga
nizational Forms Library, the Exchange Server displays all the corresponding 
Japanese forms. This multilingual capability allows you to customize and deploy 
your applications to the correct client without writing any code. 

Folder Forms Library 
The folder forms library is for folder-specific forms. The folder forms library is 
more secure than the Organizational Forms Library. You would post forms you 
do not want to share globally in the folder forms library. The forms stored in a 
personal folder forms library are shared only with the users to whom you give 
access. The forms stored in a pttblic folder forms library can be shared with any 
user who has the correct permission on that public folder. Using the synchro
nization capabilities of Exchange Server, users can replicate public folders (in
cluding their data and forms) offline. 

Personal Forms Library 
The Personal Forms Library is the most restrictive in terms of sharing its forms 
with other users; this library "belongs" to a particular user and cannot be shared 
with any other user in the organization. All forms in the Personal Forms Library 
can be used both on and off the network. Users can test forms in the Personal 
Forms Library before publishing them to the Organizational Forms Library or 
folder forms library. 

Web Forms Library 
The web forms library is a hierarchy of folders stored in the Windows NT file 
system where your web server, liS, runs Outlook Web Access. Exchange Server 
supports HTML forms as a development environment, so Outlook Web Ac
cess has an easy and automatic way for web developers to publish custom forms 
in the web forms library. To create an HTML-based application, you need only 
to create a subdirectory in the file system where Outlook Web Access is stored 
and copy your HTML files to it. The new form will appear in the Launch 
Custom Forms window of Outlook Web Access. Users can then start work
ing with the application from the web forms library. Figure 3-19 on the following 
page shows forms in the web forms library. 
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Figure 3-19 
The 1veb forms library holds HTML applications that you develop for 
your m;ganization. 

Built-In Information Management Tools 

Rules 
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Managing information when building applications can be one of the most tedious 
tasks for a developer. But public folders, with their built-in and configurable 
services, handle these tasks automatically for you. They allow you to set the 
expiration time for information, which prevents public folders from becoming 
inundated with megabytes of outdated and useless information. Their conflict 
management features prevent two users from unintentionally saving two versions 
of the same document. If two users edit the same document stored in a pub
lic folder and then try to save their changes, Exchange Server sends a conflict 
message to both users and to any folder contacts defined on the public folder. 
The users then have the choice to keep one of the two items or both. Figure 
3-20 shows the Conflict Message dialog box. 

To manage the massive amount of information received by an organization, 
Exchange Server supports rules. Although many other collaborative systems also 
have this functionality in some form, in most cases a user must be logged on to 
the system before the rules can be processed. Also, other systems don't allow 
rules in folders other than a user's personal folders. With Exchange Server, rules 
are supported for both personal folders such as an Inbox and for public folders. 

By setting rules in your public folder application, you can to some ex
tent control the flow of information into and out of it. Public folder rules are 
configurable by the owner of the public folder and are server-based, which means 
no client has to be logged on for the rules to fire. Instead, the server fires the rules. 
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The types of rules you can create range from simple rules, such as "send 
a thank you e-mail to anyone who sends a message to the public folder," to very 
complex rules. Complex rules can em ail checking multiple fields on an item and 
taking a specific action based on those fields. 

Event Scripting Agent 
Sometimes rules are not the best strategy for controlling the flow of information 
in your application-for example, they might be too constrictive. In these situ
ations, a feature in Microsoft Exchange Server version 5.5, called the Microsoft 
Exchange Event Scripting Agent, will help you greatly. The Event Scripting 
Agent (discussed in more detail in Chapter 12) allows you to write custom event 
handlers for the most common Exchange Server folder events by using standard 
development tools that support COM. For example, you can write a script event 
handler that calls COM objects that you create. Plus, as its name implies, the 
Event Scripting Agent ships with a scripting engine that understands any ActiveX 
scripting language, so you can write your custom agents using a scripting lan
guage such as VBScript or ]Script. You choose which development tool you use 
to write these agents. 
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Once you write your custom agent, you can place it in an Exchange Server 
folder, such as your server-based In box or a public folder. Your agent can handle 
four distinct events: 

• OnMessageCreated. This event fires when any type of new item is 
posted to the folder, such as an e-mail message, a calendar appoint
ment, or a Microsoft Word document. This event can be generated 
from any type of client, such as Outlook or a web browser client. An 
expense report agent might use this event to look up the manager 
of a person who submits an expense report and then route the re
port to the manager for approval. 

m On Changed. This event fires when any type of item is edited and 
saved back into the folder. An example agent for this type of event is 
a resource scheduling agent, which monitors a public folder calendar 
for conference rooms. When a meeting time is changed, the agent 
notifies all the attendees and any catering services. 

lil OnMessageDeleted. This event fires whenever an item is deleted from 
the folder. It's useful when you want to synchronize the contents of 
a folder with another data source. By writing a custom agent for this 
event, you could delete from other folders or databases items that 
are related to the deleted item. 

a On Timer. This event fires based on a time limit you specify, which 
can be weekly, daily, hourly, or on a more granular time. For example, 
you can customize an event so that it fires every 15 minutes starting 
at 6:00P.M. and ending at 3:00A.M., or set the event to fire only on 
certain days. An example of an agent using this event is another ex
pense report agent that works in conjunction with the sample expense. 
report agent we just discussed. Suppose the manager does not approve 
the expense report forwarded by the first expense agent in the speci
fied amount of time- an hour, let's say. A scheduled event, created 
to check pending expense reports every hour, determines that the 
expense report needs to be escalated to the manager's manager. 
The agent could look up that individual using the Exchange Server 
directory and route the expense report to her .. 

As you can see, by creating custom agents, you can implement custom 
functionality that would otherwise be unavailable in public folder rules. 
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Connectivity and Migration Tools 
Information in a corporation is stored in various places. For employees, busi
ness parmers, and customers to collaborate effectively, these "islands" of infor
mation must become connected, and information must be accessible. To enable 
th.is, Microsoft Exchange Server has a number of built-in migration and coex
istence tools. 

A series of connectors enable an Exchange Server to coexist with other types 
of collaborative systems. T hese connectors ensure the reliable delivery of messages 
between Exchange Server and these other systems, but the connector 's capabili
ties do not stop there. The connector can also p rovide directory synchronization 
between the two systems. Directory synchronization gives clients on both systems 
the ability to seamlessly query the directory for users on another system. This 
global, unified directory in the Exchange Server system makes building collabo
rative applications easier because it centralizes information. The systems that 
Microsoft Exchange Server can connect to, send messages from, and synchronize 
directories with include Microsoft Mail, Lotus cc:Mail, and Lotus Notes. Exchange 
Server can transfer messages with host-based systems, such as Office Vision VM 
(PROFS), and System Network Architecture Distribution Services (SNADS) sys
tems, such as IBM OfficeVtsion/ MVS and Fisher TAO. 

Sometimes, corporations find it more cost-effective to have only one col
laborative system rather than several. To help organizations move to Exchange 
Server, migration tools for a large number of systems are included in the prod
uct. These tools make it easier for organizations to transfer their users and in
formation into the Exchange Server system. The products supported by these 
migration tools are Microsoft M ail, Lotus cc:M ail, Novell Groupwise, Collabra 
Share, and Lotus Notes. 

Client Options 
The Microsoft Outlook family of clients provides users wirh a choice of clients 
to use with Exchange Server. These eli en ts support multiple platforms and pro
vide varying levels of functionality, depending on the needs of the user. In ad
dition, all the clients in the family support a consistent user interface, so moving 
from one client to another is·easy. The following sections describe these clients. 

Pocket Outlook 
Microsoft Pocket Outlook runs on any handheld device that suppon s the 
Microsoft Windows CE version 2 operating system. Pocket Outlook en ables 
communication and enhances collaborative work by supporting e-mail, contacts, 
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tasks, and scheduling. These services can be synchronized with Outlook 98 by 
using the built-in ActiveSync technology in Microsoft Windows CE. 

Outlook Express 
Microsoft Outlook Express is a POP3, IMAP4, and NNTP client that ships for 
free with Microsoft Internet Explorer version 4. Outlook Express provides basic 
e-mail and newsgroup functionality that can be customized to meet the needs 
of the user. When used in conjunction with Exchange Server, Outlook Express 
has simple calendaring functionality. 

Outlook Web Access 
Outlook Web Access is a browser-based view of information stored in Exchange 
Server and is covered in Chapter 8. Outlook Web Access supports e-mail, cal
endars, public folders, custom views, and directory functions, all from a standard 
web browser. The technology behind it comprises ASP and CDO. 

Outlook for Microsoft Windows Versions 3.x and the Macintosh 
For companies supporting employees who use 16-bit W mdows and the Macintosh, 
Microsoft Outlook offers consistent versions for both platforms. Both provide 
the same user interface as the other men1bers of the Outlook family and include 
e-mail, personal calendaring, task lists, group scheduling, HTML-based custom 
forms, and an easy migration path from current Microsoft e-mail clients. 

Microsoft Outlook 
Outlook is Microsoft's premier e-mail and collaboration client. With Outlook, 
users can manage many types of information including their e-mail, personal 
calendar, contacts, and tasks. Group scheduling, task management, and jour
nal capabilities improve user productivity through better information manage
ment. Tight integration with Office and Internet Explorer provide major benefits 
to users of these applications because Microsoft Outlook extends them with 
enhanced functionality. 

Choosing a Client 
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As a developer preparing to build a messaging, tracking, workflow, real-time, or 
knowledge management application for Exchange Server, your first question is: 
"Which client interface should I use-Microsoft Outlook or a web browser?" 
The answer depends on a number of factors. 
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You need to ask yourself a few questions. For example, does the appli
cation need offline support? If the answer is yes, consider using Outlook, which 
has built-in support for offline forms, and which automatically synchronizes 
any offline changes to Exchange Server. Compare tllis functionality to the web 
browser client, which has limited support for offline forms. Web browsers can 
cache web pages for offline viewing, but they cannot process server-side scripts 
such as Active Server Pages without a web server on the local machine. The 
typical user does not have a web server on a local machine. 

Non-Win32 client support, such as Windows 3.1, Microsoft Windows for 
Workgroups, Macintosh, and UNIX, is another factor to look at when design
ing applications. The ubiquity of web browsers for multiple operating systems 
has enabled web-based applications to provide cross-platform client support. Al
though Microsoft Outlook runs only on Windows 95, Windows 98, and Win
dows NT, new technology enables Outlook forms to be converted to web-based 
applications. This technology, called the Outlook HTML Forms Converter, is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 

Your skill as a developer is another factor to consider. Microsoft Outlook 
offers a very approachable development environment, even for the novice devel
oper. It also provides built-in capabilities that allow power users or developers to 
customize an application without writing any code-very appealing to those who 
want to meet a specific need quickly and avoid creating an application from scratch. 

If you are more familiar with other development tools, consider that Ex
change Server exposes its services through a rich API that can be called from 
any development environment that supports COM. Some examples of these 
development environments include Microsoft Visual Basic, Microsoft Office 
(through Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications), Microsoft Visual C++, and 
Microsoft Visual J ++. This environment flexibility allows you to leverage the tools 
and skills you currently have. 
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Outlook and the Web 

This chapter looks at how Microsoft Outlook ties into the World Wide Web 
and is broken into four main sections: Outlook Today, Active Server Pages, 
Outlook Web Access, and The Outlook HTML Form Converter. We start by 
examining Outlook Today, which is an HTML feature introduced in Outlook 
98. Then we'll cover the basics of Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP)- the 
foundation for Outlook and the Web. We'll move on to overview installing and 
configuring Outlook Web Access. Outlook Web Access technology is based on 
Active Server Pages and Microsoft Collaborative Data Objects, and it's used 
to access information on Microsoft Exchange Server and Microsoft Internet 
Information Server (IIS). We'll finish with a discussion of the Outlook HTML 
Form Converter. The Form Converter is a tool to help you convert your Out
look forms into a web-based format that integrates Outlook Web Access. 

Outlook Today 
As you learned at the end of Chapter 7, Outlook 98 includes a feature that 
takes advantage of the HTML support in Outlook-Outlook Today. Outlook 
Today allows users to view information in an HTML window, as shown in 
Figure 8-1 on the next page, rather than as separate modules. You can also cus
tomize Outlook Today's HTML code. For example, a customized Outlook 
Today page might include hyperlinks to Public Folder favorites, intranet sites, 
or Internet sites. You can even link to other applications, such as a web-based 
SQL Server application. You can also create multiple Outlook Today pages for 
the different types of users ofyour application. Let 's take a look at how the 
Outlook Today page functions and how you modify the Outlook Today page 
for your specific application needs. 
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Figure 8-1 
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Outlook Today is an HTML feature added to Outlook 98. Users can see 
different types of information in a single JvindoJV. 

Outlook Today Technologies 
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The standard Outlook Today page takes advantage of a feature in Microsoft 
Internet Explorer called data binding. Data binding allows Outlook to quickly 
display the user interface for the Outlook Today page while asynchronously 
downloading data from the Exchange Server to the Outlook client. Once the 
data is downloaded, Outlook can modify the data without making additional 
trips to the server. On the default Outlook Today page, there are three separate 
data binding tables for your Calendar, Tasks, and Mail. To modify the loca
tion of these tables or to add new functionality to the Outlook Today page, you 
need to know how to modify HTML. Since Outlook Today leverages Internet 
Explorer, you can even use Dynamic HTML (DHTML) in your customization. 
However, remember these limitations when customizing the Outlook Today page: 

Ell Modifying the page might slow performance because Outlook has to 
retrieve information from other data sources. Try not to build com
plex applications in the Outlook Today window; instead, build either 
an Outlook form or a standard HTML application, and then add the 
HTML application to Outlook Web Access. 

m Although you can add external links to Internet sites on your Out
look Today page, Outlook Today will not verify the security of the 
site. To use the security capabilities you have in your browser, you 
could add a link in Outlook Today that launches a separate browser, 
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such as Internet Explorer, to render the page. H you are sure of the 
content that you are linking to, you do not have to browse the link 
in a separate browser. 

You cannot add the Outlook Today page as an Active Desktop item. 
Currently, the Outlook Today functionality works only when hosted 
in the Outlook window. 

N 0 T E : The standard Outlook Today pages are hosted in a resource 
dynamic link library (DLL), which improves the performance of the 
Outlook Today application. When modifyfug your Outlook Today 
pages, you have the option to place your custom HTML pages and 
images in a resource DLL. However, this book covers only custom
izing Outlook Today and saving these customizations as HTML files. 
To learn how to compile your files into a resource DLL for Outlook 
Today, refer to the Outlook 98 Deployment Kit. The Deployment Kit 
is presently not available for retail purchase or download from the 
Web, but you can access the Deployment Kit documentation from 
http:/ /WW1P. microsoft. com/ office/98/ outlook/ documents/ 
098DJ(doc.htm. 

Customizing Outlook Today 
Customizing the Outlook Today page and saving the result as an HTML file 
involves a few steps, which are outlined in the following sections. 

Retrieving the Outlook Today Source 
To view the source of an HTML page in Internet Explorer, you can right-click 
on the page and select View Source from the context menu. If you right-click on 
the Outlook Today page to view the source of the HTML page, however, you 
will notice that the View Source option is not available-Outlook disables this 
option. To retrieve the HTML source for the Outlook Today page, you can copy 
the Outlook.htm file from the Outlook 98 Deployment Kit, or you can use 
Internet Explorer to retrieve the source by following these steps: 

l. Start Internet Explorer. In the address box, type the following URL, 
adjusting the path a:s necessary: 

res:/ /c:\Program Filei\.Microsoft OffictA,OfftctA, 
Outlwvw.dlt/Outlook.htm 

2. After you press Enter, you will get a script error. Select No to decline 
continuing running scripts and debugging the current page. 
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3. From the View menu, select Source to display the source in Notepad. 

4. From the File menu in Notepad, select Save As and save the file to 
your hard disk as Outlook.htm. 

5. Perform a search in Notepad for the three instances of display:none, 
and replace them with display:. 

Modifying the Registry 
You need to modify your Registry settings so that Outlook knows you want 
Outlook Today to point to a new file for its functionality. You could write a 
program that performs this step for your customers: 

1. Start the Registry Editor (Regedit.exe). 

2. Find the following Registry key: 

HKEY_ CURRENT_ USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\8. 0\ 
Outlook\ Today 

If the Today key does not exist, create it. Right-click on the Ou.tlook 
key, point to New, and select Key. Type Today for the name of the key. 

3. Add a new string value to the Today key by right-clicking on the 
Today key, pointing to New, and selecting String Value. Type Url 
for the value name. 

4. Double-click on the URL string icon to edit it. For its value data, 
type the path to the Outlook.htm file that you saved previously. For 
example, file :/ /C:\Outlook.htm. When finished, click OK. 

Customizing the HTML File 
The final step is to customize the HTML file with your functionality. The easi
est way to do this is by using a text editor, because the HTML code in the page 
contains special formatting that will make the file appear incorrectly in Microsoft 
FrontPage. Let's review some of the ways you can customize tl1e Outlook Today 
HTMLpage. 

Changing fonts Since Outlook Today uses cascading style sheets, you can 
easily change fonts and styles by modifying the style sheet. For example, you 
could change the font for important items by changing the .itemlmportant 
{ color:red J line in the style sheet to the desired font and color. 

Adding text, Images, and hyperlinks Using HTML, you can add new text, 
images, or hyperlinks to your Outlook Today page. Remember that if you link 
to an external web site, Outlook will not implement the security that you set 
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in your standard. web browser. So use the following code when placing exter
nal links in the Outlook Today page: 

<a style="cursor :hand" class="itemNormal" onclick= 
"window.open ( 'http: //www.microsoft.com/exchange/ ',' _blank ' ) ;"> 
Exchange web site<Ja> 

Adding components Since Outlook Today leverages Internet Explorer, you 
can place any components on your page as long as Internet Explorer supports 
them. These components can include ActiveX controls as well as Java applets. 
However, make sure you trust the source of the component because Outlook 
does not check the component's security credentials. 

Adding script Outlook Today supports both JScript as well as VBScript. From 
script, you can access the Outlook object library and use its functions in your 
Outlook Today page. You can see an example of a customized Outlook Today 
page for the Account Tracking application in Chapter 7. 

Active Server Pages 
In this section, we'll explore Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP) technology. 
You should know about ASP for several reasons. First, the Outlook HTML Form 
Converter, a conversion tool that migrates Outlook forms to HTML forms, 
utilizes this technology. We'll examine the converter later in this chapter. Second, 
ASP is used in other areas, including Collaborative Data Objects ( CDO) and 
Active Directory Services Interfaces (ADSI). We look more closely at CDO in 
Chapter 11 and ADS! in Ch~pter 14. 

ASP Fundamentals 
Active Server Pages are standard text files that contain HTML and script. The 
script can be written using any ActiveX scripting language, such as VB Script or 
JScript. The HTML files that most web developers write differ from ASP files 
in two significant ways. First, instead of having an .hnn or .hnnl file extension, 
ASP files have an .asp file extension. When you install ITS, an Internet Server 
Application Programming Interface (ISAPI ) component is installed that pro
cesses all files with an .asp extension. This ISAPI component parses the ASP file 
and executes the appropriate script. Second, the actual script is processed on the 
web server. The processed results can include client-side scripting code but for 
the most part is just simple HMTL. Returning only HTML has two benefits: 
any modern web browser can view the results of an ASP application and the 
additional capabilities of the browser is less of an issue. 
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Since Active Server Pages supports VBScript, you can easily move from 
developing Outlook forms to developing Active Server Pages. The only differ
ence in the development process is that you should use the CDO library to write 
your Active Server Pages application rather than the Outlook object library, 
because CDO was designed to be multiuser and server-based. 

rhe following code is an example of an Active Server Pages application. ~"' 

This example uses the VBScript function Now to print out the date and time 
that the Active Server Pages application ran on the web server. 

<%@ LANGUAGE="VBSCRIPT"%> 
<IDOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTMLI/EN"> 

<HTML> 
<HEAD><TITLE>ASP Example</TITLE><IHEAD> 
<BODY> 
<Hl>I was created on <%=Now()%><1Hl> 
<!BODY> 
<IHTML> 

As you can see, the syntax of the ASP script is a little bit different from the 
syntax for Outlook code. To tell the web server that you want to run a script 
on the server, you must enclose it in special characters: <%and %>. Active Server 
Pages supports placing your script directly in your HTML code-the script does 
not have to be in a separate section of the HTML file. 

Take a look at the first line of the code: 

<%@ LANGUAGE="VBSCRIPT"%> 

ASP assumes that the default language for server-side script is VBScript. If you 
replace VBSCRIPT with JSCRIPT, you can write server-side JScript code. 

N 0 T E: You can specify the default ASP language for an application 
in the Management Console for US. Open the Properties window for 
an application, and in the Applications Settings area, click the Con
figuration button. On the App Options tab, type the desired default 
language in the Default ASP Language text box. 

You might be wondering what the <%=Now()%> code does in this example. 
The equal sign (=)indicates .that the code should evaluate the expression, which 
in this case returns the current date and time. As you will see, the equal sign in ·· 
ASP is a shortcut for calling the Write method of the Response object. 
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Global.asa 
If you've viewed the actual directories that contain .asp files, you might have 
noticed a certain file with the .asa extension: Global.asa. This is a special file in 
ASP applications that allows you to include global code that executes when an 
application starts and ends and also when a session starts and ends. One thing 
to remember is that the Global.asa is an optional file for your web applications. 
A skeleton Global.asa file is shown here: 

<SCRIPT LANGI!.JAGE="VBSCRIPT" RUNAT="Server"> 
Sub Session_OnStart 

'Put your session startup code here 
End Sub 
Sub Session_OnEnd 

'Put your session termination code here 
End Sub 
Sub Application_OnStart 

'Put your application startup code here 
End Sub 
Sub Application_OnEnd 

' Put your appli cation termination code here 
End Sub 

<!SCRIPT> 

The Global.asa file contain stubs for your session and application start and 
end subroutines. To understand when these subroutines are called, you must 
understand what exactly constitutes a session and an application inside ASP. 

Normally when you browse web pages, the web server does not remem
ber who you are, where you have been, or any variables associated with you. One 
of the great things about ASP is that it transforms the applications you can build 
on the HTTP protocol fi.·om being stateless to being able to track the state of 
users. This ultimately lets you create global variables that are maintained for users 
throughout an application. 

An ASP application consists of a virtual directory and associated files. But 
to understand when an ASP application starts and ends, you'll need a little bit more 
explanation of how ASP works. For your Application_ OnStart subroutine to be 
called, the first user must request.an .asp file from the virtual directory of your 
ASP application. The user can request an HTML file or other types of files from 
that directory. However, these requests will not cause the Application_ OnStart 
subroutine to be called. The user must explicitly request an ASP file. This is the 
only time this subroutine will be called, unless you restart the application. Restart
ing the application usually consists of restarting the Web service. 
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You should use the Application_ OnStart subroutine to initialize global 
variables across the lifetime of the web application . For example, a good example 
of a variable to initialize or set in your Application_ OnStart subroutine is one 
that counts the number of users who have used your application. To improve 
performance, for every user in your ASP application, you should initialize in the 
Application_ OnStart subroutine any server components tha~ you will use. Figure 
8-2 illustrates a web browser sending a request to an ASP application for the 
first time. 

Web Client 

Figure 8-2 

ASP file request rr .. .. "~) 
Internet 

Information 
Server 

f Application_ On Start 
(fires on first ASP file re.quest) 

f Session_ On Start 

When the first 'ttser of an application requests an .asp file, the 
Application_OnStart event is fired and then the Session_OnStart 
event fires. 

When the user who first requested the ASP page also browses an .asp file 
in your application, the Session_ OnStart subroutine is called. Unlike the 
Application_ OnSta·rt subroutine, the Session_ OnStart subroutine is called for 
any user who makes an application file request. With ASP, each user of your 
application is considered to have a distinct session with the web server. As a user 
browses web pages in your ASP application, ASP implements and maintains state 
in a session by using cookies-whenever a user connects to your application, a 
file containing information (a cookie) is saved on the user's machine. When his 
session ends and be closes his web browser, the cookie is removed and the ses
sion is invalidated. If he reconnected to your application , his machine would 
receive a new cookie and a new session would be started. For this reason, the 
users of your application must support and accept cookies; otherwise, your ASP 
applications will n ot fully function. You can still use the server-side script of 
ASP, but you cannot maintain state information for any of your users. 

The Session_ OnStart subroutine is best used to initialize session variables 
for individual users. Session scope variables include a connection to Exchange 
Server for an individual user and personalized information that a user has set 
in your application-for example, a user could specify a background color for 
web pages that is stored in a session variable. Then, each page the user accesses 
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from your site during a session could be displayed in his personalized background 
color. Figure 8-3 shows each web browser starting a new session when access
ing an ASP application. 

Web Client 

Web Client 

Figure 8-3 

Internet 
Information 

Server 

, Session_ OnStart 

, Sesslon_OnStsrt 

, Sesslon_OnStsrt 

(fires three t imes, 
once for each user) 

Whenever a new t~er accesses yfn~>r ASP application., the Session_ OnStart 
event fires. Application_OnStartftres 011-ly when the first tt.ser accesses 
yot~or application. 

The Session_ OnEnd subroutine is called when the session with the web 
server ends. This end state can be reached in two ways: 

• When the user has not requested or refreshed a web page in the appli
cation for a specified amount of time 

• By explicitly calling the Abandon method on the Session object 

By default, liS sets the timeout interval at 20 minutes. You can change this 
interval either through the administration program for ITS or by setting the 
TimeOut property on the intrinsic Session object in ASP. For example, to set a 
particular script timeout to 10 minutes, you would write the following code in 
your ASP application: 

<% Sess1on. Time0ut = 10 %> 
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The second way to reach the end state-by explicitly calling the Abandon 
method on the Session object-immediately ends the session and calls the 
Session_ OnEnd subroutine. 

N 0 T E : Applications discussed in later chapters ( CDO Help Desk, 
Event Scripting Expense Report, Routing Objects Expense Report) 
provide a logout menu option. This option calls another ASP file, which 
calls the Abandon method on the Session object to end the session. 

One final note about sessions: you have to be careful when you redirect 
people to other virtual directories in your application. Developers, including me, 
commonly make the mistake of redirecting users to another virtual root and 
forget that this is considered by ASP to be an application: When you do this, 
the session variables you establish in one application will not transfer to the other 
application. If you want to share session variables between the two applications, 
you should place the second application under the same virtual directory in liS 
as the first application. 

When a web application ends, the Application_ OnEnd subroutine is called. 
You end a web application in one of two ways: by shutting down the web server, 
or by stopping your application by using the Unload button in the ITS admin
istrator. To use the Unload button, you must be running your web application 
in a separate memory space. So make sure you save any application scope vari
ables to a persistent medium, such as to your Exchange Server or to a database, 
so that when your application restarts, the Application_ OnStart subroutine can 
reload the values. For example, you don't want a user-counter variable tore
start at zero every time your application restarts. You should also destroy any 
server objects that you have created with an application scope. This will elimi
nate potential memory leaks on your server. 

Built- In ASP Objects 
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The real power of ASP applications is that you can write server-side scripts and 
use their intrinsic objects. ASP and its built-in objects enable you to generate 
custom responses and maintain state information. The following section de
scribes, in detail, five built-in objects in ASP: Application, Session, Request, 
Response, and Server. 

N 0 T E : The only object not covered here is the ObjectContext 
object, available in liS version 4.0. This object can be used for cre
ating ASP applications with transaction capabilities. For more infor
mation on the ObjectContext object and transactions, consult the liS 
product documentation. 
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Application Object 
The Application object is used to store global data related to an application that 
can be shared among all users. By using the methods and properties of this object 
in your application, you can create and set variables that have an application 
scope. To make sure that you do not run into concurrency issues when setting 
your application-level variables, since multiple users can be using the same appli
cation simultaneously, the Application object provides two methods named Lock 
and Unlock. These methods serialize the access to application-level variables so 
that only one client at a time can read or modify the values. The following ex
ample shows how to use the Lock and Unlock methods to increment a user
counter variable whenever a user accesses the application. The example also 
shows you how to set and retrieve application-level variables by using the 
Application(''VariableName») syntax: 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Example: Application Object</TITLE> 
<!HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<% 

%> 

Application.Lock 
Application( "NumVisitors") = Application("NumVisitors" ) + 1 
Application.UnLock 

Welcome! You are visitor #<%=Application("NumVisitors'' )%>. 
<!BODY> 
<IHTML> 

The Application object also contains two other collections beyond the 
variables collection-Contents and StaticObjects-which allow you to browse 
through the application-level objects and variables you have created. You prob
ably won't use either of these collections in your final applications, but both of 
them provide great debugging functionality. For example, the Contents collec
tion enables you to list all the items that have been added to your application 
through a script command, and the StaticObjects collection enables you to list 
all the items with an application scope that have been added using the <OBJECT> 
tag. By adding debug code to your application at design time, when you run into 
application object problems, you can make ASP list all the objects you have cre
ated with an application scope. The following code illustrates creating debug 
code for both the Contents and StaticObjects collections. You can see the code 
output in Figure 8-4 on the following page. 
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<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Debugging Application Objects</TITLE> 
<% 

%> 

' Create some application variables 
Application.Lock 
Set Applicat ion("oCDOSessi on" ) = _ 

Server. CreateObject( "MAP I. Session'') 
Application("counter") = 10 
Application.Unlock 

<P>Objects from the Contents Collection<BR> 
<% 

%> 

for each tempObj in Application .Contents 
response.write tempObj & "<BR>" 

next 

<P>Objects from the StaticObject s Collection<BR> 
<% 

for each t empObj in Appli cation.StaticObjects 
response .write tempObj & "<BR>" 

next 
%> 
</BODY> 
<IHTML> 

Objects from th.e Contents Collection 
OCDOSESSION 
COUNTER 

Objects from the StaticObjects Collection 

Figure 8-4 
The debug ou.tpu.t for the Contents a·nd StaticObj'ects collections. As you 
catJ. see, objects atl.d 11ariables both can have an application scope. 
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Session Object 
The Session object is one you'll use a lot in your web applications. It holds the 
variables for individual users across the web pages in your application. When you 
place a variable in the Session object, that variable is valid only for the current 
user and cannot be shared across users in the same way that an Application 
variable can. 

Like the Application object, the Session object contains the Contents and 
StaticObjects collections. You can also create sessio.£?. variables in the same way 
you create Application variables, by using the syntax Session(«variableName»). 

The properties for the Session object include CodePage, LCID, SessioniD, 
and TimeOut. The CodePage property represents the language code page that 
will be used to display the content for the HTML page. The Outlook HTML 
Form Converter, which you'll learn about later in this chapter, uses this prop
erty in its converted forms, as shown here: 

<% @LANGUAGE=VBSCRIPT CODEPAGE = 1252 %> 

You can use the LCID, or locale identifier, property in conjunction with 
the CodePage property. The LCID property stores a standard international 
abbreviation that uniquely identifies a system-defined locale. 

The SessioniD property returns to you the unique session identifier for 
the current user. You should remember, however, that this ID is unique only 
during the lifetime of the ASP application. If you restart your web server and 
therefore restart your web applications, the web server might generate the same 
IDs it already generated for the users before the web application was restarted. 
For this reason, you should avoid storing these IDs and attempting to use them 
to uniquely identify a user ofyour application. If you always need to uniquely 
identify your users whenever they access your application, you should use globally 
unique identifiers ( GUIDs) in cookies, which are saved on the users' computers. 

The fourth property of the Session object is the Timeout property. This 
property enables you to change the timeout period associated with a particular 
ASP session. Remember that by default, the timeout is set to 20 minutes. If you 
know that your application will be used for less than 20 minutes, you might want 
to decrease the duration of the timeout so that sessions end more quickly and 
resources are returned to the web server at a faster rate. 

The only method of the Session object is the Abandon method. As men
tioned earlier, by calling this method, the user's session with the web server as well 
as any associated objects and variables for that session are destroyed. If the user 
attempts to reconnect to the web application, a new session starts on the server. 
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Request Object 
The Request object allows you to access the information that was passed from 
the web browser to your web application. The Request object is crucial in ASP 
applications since it enables you to access user input for your server-side scripts. 
For example, suppose a user fills out an HTML form that you created. Once the 
user clicks the Submit button on the form, the Request object contains the form 
information that was passed to the server. By using the colle~tions of the Request 
object, you can retrieve that information and design your application to respond 
based on the user's input. 

Request object collections The Request object collections are created when 
the user submits a request to the web server either by requesting an ASP file or 
by submitting an HTML form via clicking the Submit button. The three collec
tions of the Request object that you'll primarily work with in your ASP appli
cations are the Form, QueryString, and ServerVariables collections. 

N 0 T E : For information on the other two collections, 
ClientCertificate and Cookies, refer to the IIS documentation. 

To understand when to use these collections, you first need to know about 
the different ways information can be passed from the web browser to the web 
server. Normally in your web applications, you use HTML forms to gather input 
from d1e user so that you can use it in your calculations or store it in a data source. 
There are two main ways input can get passed to the web server from the eli
ent browser: via the GET method and via the POST method. The following 
example shows an HTML page that contains both methods on the same page: 

<html> 
<head> 
<title>Forms Galore</title> 
<meta name="GENERATOR" content="Microsoft FrontPage 3.0"> 
<!head> 
<body> 
<form method="GET" action="getinfo.asp" name="GetForm"> 

<p>What is your email address?</p> 
<p><input type="text" name="email" size="20"><1p> 
<p><input type="submit" value="Submit" name="GetSubmit"> <lp> 

<!form> 

<form method="POST" action="getinfo.asp" name="PostForm"> 
<p>What is your First Name?<lp> 
<p>< input type-'' text" name="fi rstname" si ze="20"><1p> 
<p><input type="submit" value="Submit" name="PostSubmit"> <lp> 

</form> 
<!body> 
</html> 
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The Action !J.ttribute for each of the HTML forms specifies the same ASP 
file, getinfo.asp. The getinfo.asp file is shown here: 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Post and Get Methods Example</TITLE> 
<!HEAD> 
<%txtRequestMethod = Request. ServerVa ri ab 1 es ("REQUEST _METHOD" )%> 
You sel ected to use the <B><%=txtRequestMethod%><1B> Method. 
<P><% if txtRequestMethod="GET" then %> 
You entered your e-mail address as: 
<B><%=Request.QueryString( "email " )%><1B> 
<% else %> 
You entered your first name as:&nbsp 
<B><%=Request.Form( "firstname")%><1B> 
<% end if %> 
<!BODY> 
<IHTML> 

This ASP code uses the Server Variables collection of the Request object 
to check whether the form's R equest method was a POST or a GET method. Once 
the file determines which method was used , it displays the correct information 
for that particular type of form. Figure 8-5 shows a sample of the GET method. 

¥ ou selected to use the GET Method 

¥ ou entered your e-mail address as: thomriz@microsoft.com 

Figure 8-5 
When a user types at~ e-mail address and submits the form, the GET 
method is used to pass the information to the Request object. 

N 0 T E: You can also retrieve other server variables such as 
HTTP_USER_AGENT, which returns information about which 
browser the client is using; and LOGON_ USER, which represents the 
Microsoft Wmdows NT account the user is currently logged on to. For 
a complete list of server variables, please see the IIS documentation. 
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As you can see in Figure 8-5 with the GETmethod1 the information from 
the form is actually appended to the URL-for example: http://exserver/examples/ 
getinfo.asp?email=thomriz@microsoft.com&GetSubmit=Submit. When data is 
appended to the URL using the GET method of a form, you use the Query
String coHection of the Request object to retrieve the data. When using the , 
QueryString collection, follow this format to retrieve the information: 

Request . Que ryStri ng (" Va ri ab 7 eName") 

Because the information that is passed to your application appears in the address 
of the user's browser, the user can see it, so you might want to limit when you 
use the GET method. Instead, consider using the POST method. 

The POST method places the form information inside the HTTP header, 
hiding the information from the client. However, when the POST method is 
used to submit form variables, you cannot use the QueryString collection. Instead, 
you need to use the Forms collection of the Request object. In the preceding 
example, the line 

Request . Form( "firstname") 

retrieves the information the user typed into the First Name text box on the 
form. You can use this same syntax in your applications to retrieve information 
from an HTML form. 

Response Object 
The Response object is used to control the content that is returned to the cli
ent. For example, when you calculate a value on the server, you need a way to 
tell the ASP engine that you want to send the information back to the client. 
You do this by using the Write method of the Response object. 

The Write method of the Response object will be the most commonly 
used method in your ASP applications. Even though you have not seen any 
explicit Response.Write statements in the examples, they are there. The syntax 
<%=Variant%> is equivalent to<% Response. Write Variant%>. The shorthand 
version makes it easier for you to put these statements in your code quickly. 

The Response object has a number of other collections, properties, and 
methods that you can use, such as the Expires property, which tells the web browser 
how long to cache a particular page before it expires. If you do not want your 
clients to cache your web pages, you would add the following line to your ASP 
files to cause your web page to expire immediately on the user's local machine: 

<% Response.Expires = 0 %> 
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The Response object allows you to buffer the output of your ASP page. 
This is useful if you want to hold back the output of your ASP code until the 
script completes its processing. The best example for using buffering is to cap
ture errors in your code. For example, by turning buffering on using the com
mand Response.Buffe1' =True, you can check throughout your ASP code whether 
an error has occurred. If one has, you can clear the buffer without sending it 
by using the Response. Clear method, and then you can replace the output with 
new output such as Response. W1·ite "An error has occurred. Please contact the 
administrator. " Finally, you can call the Response.End method, which sends 
the new buffer to the client and stops processing any further scripts in the ASP. 

Server Object . 
The Server object provides you with utility methods and properties to modify 
the information on your web server. This object is used extensively in ASP appli
cations because it contains both the Create Object method and the Script Timeout 
property. 

The CreateObjectmethod allows you to create an object on the web server 
by passing in the ProgiD for the object. Let's look at an example. To create a 
CDO object, you would type this in your ASP file: 

Set oSession = Server .CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 

ASP creates an object and passes that object to you in the oSession variable. 
By default, when you do this on an ASP page, the object has page-level scope. 
This means that when ASP is done processing the current page, the object is 
destroyed. Therefore, you might want to create objects on a page and then store 
them by assigning them to either session variables or application variables, as 
shown in this code snippet: 

<% 

%> 

. Set oSession = Server .CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
Set Session( "oSessi on") = oSession 

As you learned earlier, an object that is assigned either a session or an 
application scope will be destroyed when either the session or rl1e application 
ends, respectively. The one issue to watch out for with the Create Object method 
and some objects is potential performance loss. You can instantiate almost every 
object on your web server as an ASP object, but some objects are specifically 
designed to run in a server-based, multiuser environment such as CDO. When 
you instantiate an object that was not designed for an ASP environment, the 
application performance might suffer if many people bit the page containing that 
object at the same time. 
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The ScriptTimeout property of the Server object allows you to specify ho~. 

long a script should run before it is terminated. By default, an ASP script can 
run for 90 seconds before it is terminated, but this might not be enough time ... 
to retrieve data from a data source. By using the following syntax for this prop~ · 
erty, you can increase or decrease the amount of time the script will run before. ~ 
~~~rm: : 

Server.ScriptTimeout = numseconds 

Avoid increasing. this number much beyond 90 seconds, because users who;~ .. 
are waiting for long periods of time might assume the page did not load cor- ., 
rectly, and ~ey might hit their Stop and then Refresh buttons continuously, 
flooding your web server with requests. 

Server-Side Include Files 
One other powerful feature beyond the intrinsic objects of ASP is the ability to ·'. 
use Server-Side Include files in your ASP files. Include files are just text files 
containing script or HTML that you want to add to your ASP page. Microsoft 
Outlook Web Access, which you will learn about later in this chapter, relies 
heavily on Server-Side Includes for common code libraries in its ASP files. The ·· 
following lines are examples of Server-Side Includes: 

<!-- /!i nclude file="library/vbsfunctions.inc" --> 

<!-- /!i nclude virtual="/library/vbsfunctions.inc'' --> 

Server Components 
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ASP can take advantage of built-in objects and also use server components to 
add functionality to ASP. An example of two such components are Microsoft 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) and CDO. ADO allows you to connect to many 
types of databases; CDO allows you to connect to Exchange Server and other 
messaging servers. You can also write your own components using any COM
based development tool. 

N 0 T E : There are a number of ·other components packaged with 
ASP that you can use in your applications, including Ad Rotator, 
Browser Capability, Content Linking, Content Rotator, File Access, 
Page Counter, and Permission Checker. If you want to learn more 
about these components, you should refer to the documentation that 
ships with US version 4.0. 
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outlook Web Access 
Microsoft Outlook Web Access is an ASP application that Microsoft ships witl1 
Exchange Server version 5. 5. This ASP application allows you to access your 
mailbox, calendar, and contacts as well as directory information using any stan
dard web client. The Outlook Web Access application is built on CDO and is 
one of the best tools for learning CDO. 

In this section, you'lllearn how to install Outlook Web Access on your web 
server, which also installs the CDO library. You '11 also learn about security when 
using Outlook Web Access. This security architecture is important since it also 
applies to any custom CDO applications you develop using ASP. 

Installing Outlook Web Access 
Before installing Outlook Web Access, you must have installed either liS ver
sion 3.0 or IIS version 4.0 with Active Server Pages. liS 4.0 and Exchange 
Server 5.5 both require Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 3, but it is recom
mended that you install Service Pack 4. You can download the Window NT 
4.0 Service Pack 4 from http://nmrw.microsoft.com/ windows/ downtoads/. If you 
don't install Service Pack 4 , you will need to install the Windows NT related 
fixes required for Outlook Web Access. You can download these hot fixes from 
ftp :/ / ftp. microsoft. com/bussys/winnt/winnt-public/fixes/ usa/nt40/hotfixes
postsp3/rotl-up/. 

You can install Outlook Web Access on the same server as your Exchange 
Server or on a separate server. Be aware that if you do install Outlook Web 
Access on a separate server, you cannot use Windows NT Challenge/Response 
as your authentication method. You'lllearn more about security implications 
later in the chapter. 

The architecture for your web servers and Exchange Servers can vary de
pending on the topology of your network environment and requirements of your 
applications. For example, if few users will be accessing Outlook Web Access but 
you have a number of Exchange Servers and you do not want to set up multiple 
Outlook Web Access servers for each Exchange Server, you can set up just one 
Outlook Web Access server to talk to multiple Exchange Servers. The opposite 
is true as welL You can have multiple Outlook Web Access servers talking to just 
one Exchange Server. Think of it as a web farm of Outlook Web Access servers. 
This will work as long as you make sure that when a user starts a session with an 
Outlook Web Access server in a web farm, that user stays with the same Out
look Web Access server until her session expires or she logs out. Remember that 
ASP sessions do not span separate ASP applications. If you use DNS round-robin 
techniques to farm a user out to multiple Outlook Web Access servers, that user's 
session will be lost when she changes to a different server. 
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To install Outlook Web Access, follow these steps: 

1. Insert the Exchange Server version 5.5 CD in your CD-ROM Drive. 

2. If the Exchange Server welcome screen does not start automatically, 
launch it by double-clicking on Launch.exe. 

3. Click on Server Setup And Components. 

4. Click on Microsoft Exchange Server 5.5. 

5. When setup starts, click Complete/Custom installation. (If you al
ready have Exchange Server installed, click Add/Remove.) 

6. In the Options list, check Outlook Web Access and click Continue. If 
you don't have the Windows NT Service Pack 4 (or the Windows NT 
related fixes) and liS installed, a message box will be displayed and 
you won't be able to continue the installation of Outlook Web Access. 

7. The setup program will prompt you for the name of an Exchange 
Server that Outlook Web Access should connect to. Type a name 
of a server that contains an entire replica of the Exchange Server 
directory. This sets up Outlook Web Access so that it automatically 
redirects itself to the Exchange Server where the mailbox of the user 
resides. It also allows you to set up one Outlook Web Access web 
server that 'talks to multiple Exchange Servers. 

" After completing the Outlook Web Access installation, you need to update · · 
it by installing Service Pack 1 for Exchange Server 5 .5. You can download oi · • 
order this service pack from http:/ /backoffice.microsoft.com/dOlvntrial/moreinfo/ 
exSSspl.asp. This service pack includes a number of enhancements for the Out
look Web Access client, such as the ability to access Outlook contacts from 
the Web. 

After running the update, you need to set the proper permissions in the User 
Manager For Domains. Ensure that the Exchange users who will use Outlook 
Web Access have the following rights: "Log On Locally" and "Access This "' 
Computer From Network". 

Access your new Outlook Web Access server by typing the following URL 
in your browser: http://OWAServer/exchange, replacing OWAServerwith your 
Outlook Web Access server name. From the displayed page, you can log in as 
an Exchange user or log in with anonymous access. (Anonymous access is discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 11. Figure 8-6 shows how Outlook Web Access looks 
when you log on as an Exchange user. ) 
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Figure 8-6 
Outlook Web Access. 

Outlook Web Access and ASP Security 
Since the Outlook Web Access application utilizes Active Server Pages, you need 
to understand the ASP security architecture and how best to configure it for your 
environment. If you configure the environment incorrectly, you will run into 
problems when attempting to use authenticated access to the Outlook Web 
Access application or to any of your CDO web applications requiring authen
ticated access. This se~tion describes how ASP security works and how you 
should set up Windows NT to support the type of security you want for your 
web applications. 

ASP Security 
When liS is first installed, it creates a Windows NT user account called 
IUSR_computername, where computername corresponds to the current com
puter name. This account is assigned to the Guests account group, is given a 
random password, and is granted the right to Log On Locally. Whenever a user 
browses a web page, this account attempts to access the page on behalf of the 
user. If the IUSR_computernamc account does not have the proper permissions 
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to access the page, the request is rejected with this error message: 40 l Acce · 
Denied. The web server then informs the web browser which authenticatio 
methods the web server will support-either Basic authentication or Windows·~ 

NT Challenge/Response authentication-depending on your settings for your.-.·. 
IIS server. ' 

>~ 
Basic authentication Basic authentication is supported across all web brows~~;:; 
ers. When the web server informs the dient that it supports Basic authenti- -~ 
cation, the web browser displays a message box asking the user for a user name I 
and password. Once the user types this information in, the web server tries td::·· 
invoke the request using the identity of the supplied user rather than the ns·-.: 
anonymous account. :It is a good idea to pass in your domain name as well as ~ 
the user name in the authentication dialog box in the web browser using the · 
syntax domain\username. . 

Basic authentication, if used over Internet connections, can present some '. 
security concerns because the user name and password typed into the authen- ~. 
tication dialog box is transmitted to the server as dear text. If you do use Basic ,.; 
authentication over Internet connections, use it in conjunction with Secure ~· 

Sockets Layer (SSL). SSL will encrypt the connection between the web browser ,·. 
and the web server so that any information passed between the two cannot be . · 
viewed by unwanted individuals. · 

For the web server to impersonate the user whose name is typed into the ~ 
authentication dialog box, the web server must log on as that user. By default, ' 
Windows NT does not give regular users the Log On Locally right on the server ,. 
computer. For this reason, you must give all the users you expect will use your 
web application with Basic authentication enabled the Log On Locally right on · 
your Windows NT server, which runs your web server. The easiest way to do 
this is to grant all your domain users the Log On Locally right in the User . 
Manager for Domains. 

Windows NT Challenge/Response authentication Windows NT Challenge/ 
Response, or NTLM, authentication is the most secure form of authentication 
because the user name and password are not sent from the web browser to the . 
web serve.r. Instead an encrypted challenge/response handshake mechanism is 
used. Unlike Basic authentication, NTLM typically does not prompt the user for 
a name and password. The Windows NT security credentials of the web user 
currently logged on are sent to IIS and are used to access the requested resource. 
liS then changes to the context of the specified user and attempts to access the ~ 

resource. If this fails, the user will be prompted for a user name and password. 
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N 0 T E : For Windows NT Challenge/Response to work correctly, 
the users you are trying to authenticate must have "Access This Com
puter From Network" rights in User Manager for Domains. This is 
normally enabled for users by default. 

A one-way encryption method is used, meaning the mechanism validates 
the user without sending the password to liS. IIS doesn't know the user infor
mation and cannot use it to access other resources on other machines. Essen
tially, this is a problem of delegation. When liS attempts to access a resource 
on another machine, the other machine will prompt liS for user credentials. 
Since TIS does not have the password for the user, it cannot return the correct 
information to the other machine. For this reason, you cannot use the Windows 
NT Challenge/ Response authentication method with Outlook Web Access 
when your Outlook Web Access server is on a server different from your Exchange 
Server. liS cannot remotely send the authentication to the Exchange Server 
when the Windows NT Challenge/Response method is used. This problem is 
being fixed for Windows 2000, but it's a gotcha for now. 

A second gotcha of the Windows NT Challenge/ Response method is that 
you cannot use it over proxy connections for the same reasons just discussed. 
So when setting up your web server, consider NTLM's security advantages as 
well as its limitations. 

A third gotcha for NTLM is that at the time of this book's publication, 
NTLM is supported only by Microsoft Internet Explorer. This means that if you 
have a mixture of web browser clients accessing your application, you might want 
to enable both Windows NT Challenge/Response as well as Basic authentica
tion. If you enable only Windows NT Challenge/Response, when your Netscape 
Navigator users attempt to access a secure resource or page, they'll receive a 
message denying them permission. With both security methods set up, ifWin
dows NT Challenge/Response fails, Basic authentication will be used. 

ACLs Another way to restrict access to your web pages is by setting NTFS file 
permissions, or access control lists (ACLs ), on your actual ASP files and direc
tories. Doing so controls who can and cannot read the files. liS respects the ACLs 
on the files, and if you have authentication enabled on your liS server, liS will 
use it to attempt to verify users and their individual permissions on the files. Be 
careful when setting permissions on files, however, because if the permissions 
you set are too restrictive, users will not be able to use your application. 
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. 
Special Considerations for Setting Up Outlook Web Access ~1 

ASP security and Outlook Web Access security work in the same way when i ~ 
user is being authenticated, but when you set up Outlook Web Access on your' .~ 
web server, you need to keep some access issues in mind. The following section.~ 
describes file permission issues when users try to access Outlook Web Access;,,;. 
on a web server, prob lems that could ultimately cause trouble in your CDO ,_: 
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applications. 

File Permissions for the Outlook Web Access Files 
Outlook Web Access is installed by defaultt in a subfolder under Exchsrvr, named ,~ 
Webdata. If you change the NTFS file permissions for this folder, at the mini- . ~ 
mum you should enable Read access on it and its subfolders. For temporary :" 
work, Outlook Web Access uses another subfolder under Exchsrvr, named -~ 

Web Temp. Make sure that the permission for this folder is set to Change because -:, 
Outlook Web Access needs to create and delete items in it. 

Exchange Server Search Permissions 
If you are using the new Search permissions in Exchange Server version 5.5 to r, 
restrict access to information in the Exchange Server directory for your users; : 
you need to make sure that the Everyone and Directory Anonymous accounts· -
have Search permissions at the Exchange Site or Configuration container level. 
If you do not grant these permissions, a user might get an error message stating 
that the Exchange Server is down or that HTTP access has been disabled. Your · · 
CDO applications could fail as well. For more information on this error, be sure 
to check out the following Knowledge Base articles in MSDN: Q l73455 "OWA~ 

Remrns Exchange Se.rver Down Error Message"; Ql75892 "Permissions Re- ;· ~ 
quired for Outlook Web Access"; Ql 80417 "Error Msg: Sorry! The Microsoft 
Exchange Server Is Down." · 

Installing Outlook 8.03 on Your Outlook Web Access Server 
If you install Outlook 8.03 on your web server after installing Outlook Web . _ 
Access, Outlook will register an older version of the CDO library. Most com- ·~ · 
monly, users won't be. able to access or render calendar information in Outlook . . 
Web Access or CDO applications because the older version of the library did. .:-· 
not support this. To fix this problem, type the following at the Run command, ·~ 
which is accessed from the Start menu on your Outlook Web Access server: .. 
regsvr32 cdo.dll. 
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The Outlook HTML Form Converter 
In previous chapters, you learned how to develop Outlook solutions using the 
features of Outlook, such as forms. These forms, however, work only with Out
look on machines running Microsoft Windows 95 or later version, or Microsoft 
Windows NT 4.0 or later versionS. There are still many 16-bit, UNIX, and 
Macintosh clients for whom developers need to design collaborative solutions. 
To provide cross-platform support for forms, Microsoft offers the Outlook 
HTML Form Converter. This converter allows you to take your Outlook solu
tions and turn them into HTML, ASP, and CDO-based applications that can 
be viewed by any standard browser such as Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Navigator. Once you convert your application to HTML, you can use any stan
dard web development tool-for example, Microsoft FrontPage-to edit the 
HTML output of the converter. Once you convert the form, your users can work 
with either the Outlook version of the application or the HTML version of the 
application. 

While this technology is a great step forward for cross-platform collabo
rative solutions, the HTML environment has some limitations and does not 
provide the same level of functionality as Oudook. This section describes what 
the Outlook HTML Form Converter is, how the converter works, and what the 
web forms library for Outlook Web Access is. I also provide tips for develop
ing Outlook solutions that can be more easily converted to web solutions. 

Software Requirements of the Converter 
Before you attempt to convert your forms, you must meet a few software re
quirements. First, you must have Outlook Web Access installed on one of your 
Internet Information Servers. Installing Outlook Web Access was discussed in 
the previous section. Second, you must have either Outlook 97 (version 8.03 
o.z: later), Outlook 98, or Outlook 2000 installed on the machine on which you 
are going to convert the forms. Make sure that you install the converter after 
you install one of these versions of Outlook. Third, you need to have Exchange 
Server 5. 5 with Service Pack 1. The service pack includes the Outlook HTML 
Form Converte.r as well as some improvements to Outlook Web Access that allow 
you to view Outlook contacts from any standard web browser. To install the 
Outlook HTML Form Converter, run Fcsetup.exe in the Formscnv folder of 
the Service Pack l CD for Exchange 5 .5. Finally, on the client, users of converted 
forms can use any version of Outlook or no version of Outlook- that is, they don't 
even need to have Outlook. They need only a web browser to use the forms. 
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Components of the Converter 
The Outlook HTML Form Converter's architecture consists of a number of 
components: 

• Conversion wizard. This is the user interface that walks you through 
converting the form. 

• OFT-HTML COM object. This reads the layout and dat a-binding 
information from the Outlook form and writes the corresponding 
HTML code to one or more files on the web server. 

• Form Converter templates. These templates are used as base templates 
for the converted file. 

• Template processor object. This object customizes the base templates 
to create the converted form. 

Features of the Converter 
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Before stepping through the acrual Outlook HTML Form Converter, you should 
know about its fearures. The Form Converter does provide a large feature set 
that you can take advantage of, but it also has some limitations. 

Form Locations 
The Form Converter allows you to convert forms from multiple forms librar
ies as well as forms from the file system that are saved as .oft files. The types of 
forms libraries that the Form Converter supports are the Personal Forms Library, 
the Organizational Forms Library, and the Folder Forms Library. Using the 
Form Converter wizard, you can specify either the forms library or the specific 
.oft :files you want to use. The Form Converter also supports selecting multiple 
forms for simultaneous conversion. 

Form Types 
The Form Converter currently supports forms based on the following types: 

• IPM.Note. Mail message 

IPM.Post. Post form 

• IPM. Contact. Contact form 

IPM.Task, IPM.Appointment, and IPM.Activity (journal entry) are not 
supported by the Form Converter, but if you need to convert the user interface 
for any of them, you can copy their controls to a supported form type. You can 
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then convert the supported form type with the copied controls and customize 
the converted form using an HTML development tool. If you try to convert 
an unsupported form type, the Form Converter will display an error message. 

Convertible Features 
The Form Converter can convert many of the Outlook controls with their cor
responding layouts. Following is a list of features that the Form Converter can 
convert to HTML. Limitations are described. 

• Label control. 

TextBox control. 

• ComboBox control. If the Outlook form contains an editable 
CornboBox control, the Form Converter changes it to a noneditable 
CornboBox. 

• ListBox control. 

• CheckBox control. 

OptionButton control. 

Frame control. 

• CommandButton control. Any images placed on the CommandButton 
control are lost since HTML does not support images on buttons. 

• MultiPage control. 

• Image control. Images that are bitmaps are converted to GIF files 
automatically by the Form Converter. In addition, any images that 
are clipped in Outlook by the Image control are shrunk automati
cally by the Form Converter for the HTML version of the form. 

Background images on a form. 

ActiveX controls. The Form Converter adds a commented out Object 
tag to the HTML form for the ActiveX control. However, the Form 
_Converter does not package the ActiveX control as a CAB file nor 
does it add a CodeBase statement to the Object tag to point to the 
control's CAB file. To make the control appear on the form., you can 
package the control, add the CodeBase statement., and then remove 
the Form Converter-generated comments. 

• Initial 'Palues. 

II Required fields. If a user attempts to change a tab in the HTML 
version of the form, the form will display a warning message that one 
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of the fields is required on the form and also display the identifier 
text of the field. This text might appear in a format like SUBJECT_ 
4l_O_G, which might not be meaningful to your users. You can 
modify the error code to make it display the friendly name of the 
control rather than the identifier text. 

• Type checking and formatting. 

Read and compose layout. 

• Hidden controls. In most cases, the initial values of hidden controls 
are not maintained. 

II Built-in and custom actions. If your actions call a custom form, be 
sure to also convert these forms, or the HTML version will return 
an error when the user invokes the custom action. The HTML ver
sion of the form can use only two rows of buttons to invoke custom 
actions. Since the width of the button is based on the amount of text 
on the button, and you're allowed only two rows of buttons, keep 
the length of the names of custom actions to a minimum. 

Limited support for non-English forms. The Form Converter provides 
limited support for non-English forms. It generates the ASP files and 
places them on the client machine in the correct subfolder for the 
language. For example, the output of a German form will be placed 
under the GER folder in Outlook Web Access, not under the USA 
folder. The Form Converter also places in the Form.ini file the appro
priate code page for the language in which the form must be ren
dered. You must have installed on Outlook Web Access the language 
pack for the character set of the form you want to convert before run
ning the Form Converter wizard. H you do not, you will not get the 
international options in the wizard. 

Unconvertible Features 
Following is a list of features that are not supported by the Form Converter. 
Details are provided for a few of these. 

• ScrollBar control. 

II SpinButton control. 

TabStrip control. 

ToggleButton control. 
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Bl Formulas. Even though the Form Converter does not convert for
mulas, it· places the code for the formulas in commented out text in 
the HTML file. You can then uncomment and modify the formulas 
according to the needs of your application. 

B Script code. The VBScript behind an Outlook form is not converted. 
Instead, it is placed in a text file, named Script. txt, which is in the 
folder that contains the ASP files for the converted form. The reason 
VBScript is not included in the HTML form is to accommodate cross
browser support. Since Netscape browsers do not support VBScript, 
you can either change the script in your form to server-side VB
Script or rewrite the script as client-side J avaScript. 

• Overlapped controls. Since HTML does a poor job of supporting 
overlapped controls and layouts, the Form Converter does not con
vert overlapped controls. Instead, it places the controls as close as 
possible to one another on the form. 

• Calculated fields. In a Contact form in Outlook, there are calculated 
fields such as FullName whose values are derived from other fields, 
such as FirstName and LastName. The Form Converter will con
vert forms that contain calculated fields, but these fields will become 
static fields. For example, the FullName field will not automatically 
change in an HTML form when either the FirstName or LastName 
field is changed. 

Stepping Through a Conversion 
Before you attempt to convert a form, you must first share the Webdata folder 
on your Outlook Web Access web server. For a default installation of Outlook 
Web Access, this folder is located at C:\exchsrvr\Webdata. You must give your
self and other developers in your organization who will use the Form Converter 
at least Read and Write access to the share. Also, be sure to name the share 
Webdata. If you do not share this folder, the Form Converter will not allow you 
to finish the wizard. 

To start the Form Converter, click the Start button, point to Programs, 
and select Microsoft Outlook HTML Form Converter. This will display a start
ing screen for the Form Converter. Click Next to begin the conversion process. 

Selecting a Form Location 
On the second screen of the Form Converter, shown in Figure 8-7, you can select 
the type of form you want to convert. As mentioned earlier, you can select forms 
from the Personal Forms Library, the Organizational Forms Library, and the 
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Folder Forms Library or Outlook templates from the file system. On the sec
ond screen, you also specify the name of the Outlook Web Access Server where 
the ASP file will be placed after the conversion. 

& Outlook HTML Form Con verier • Slep 2 of 4 ll!!iffi!EJ 

Figure 8-7 
Selecting the type offonn. and specifying the Outlook Web Access se·rver in 
the Form Converter wizard. 

Selecting Specific Forms 
Clicking Next might display a Choose Profile dialog box. If so, choose a pro
file or create a new profile, and click OK. Depending on the type of form you 
selected in the second screen, the Form Converter wizard will present you with 
a forms library view, shown in Figure 8-8, or the Open Outlook Template dia
log box, shown in Figure 8-9. You can select multiple forms from either of these 
interfaces. The forms library view enables you to display form categories rather 
than form names in the Outlook Forms list box. For forms in which these cat
egory properties were specified, tllis can make finding forms easier. 

Choosing Conversion Options 
In the final step of the conversion process, shown in Figure 8-l 0 on page 244, 
you can choose how you want the forms converted. If there are international lan
guage packs installed on the Outlook Web Access server, this screen also provides 
a drop-down list from which you can select the language for the converted form. 
This final step of the wizard also gives you the option of always overwriting your 
existing form. If you do not check this option, the Form Converter will prompt 
you during the conversion about overwriting the existing form. Checking the 
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Layout Debug Mode check box enables debug mode on the converted form. If 
debug mode is enabled, the table borders for the HTML version of the form 
will be made visible so that you can ee1sily see where and how the tables are laid 
out. You can use the borders to adjust the size and placement of controls on 
the converted form. 

D Excel Expense 
-·!E:J Exchnews 
·- (?) Expense Folder . Excel 

CJ Expense Reporl$ 

- ·CJ Expense Routing 
- 61 Group Tasks 

@) Helpdesk , 

-·[] Interne! Newsgroup~s 
·-§'~~ 
CJ Rouled Documents , 

-CJ US Sales 90 08( Pla~V~i ... 

Figure 8·8 
The Forms Library vie111 of the Form Converter wizard. You can vi&1V 
your forms by category or by display name. 

Open Oullook Template 1Df3 

Figure 8-9 
The Open Outlook Template dialog box presented by the Form Converter 
wizard. You can select multiple forms to convert from the dialog box by 
using the Ctrl key. 
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6 Outlook HTML Form Converter- Step 4 of Jl Q[EJEJ 

I 

Figure 8-10 
On this page, you choose options fm· conve~·sion: you can ovenvrite your 
existing forms or enable the debug mode for your conve~·ted forms. 

Results of the Conversion Process 
When you click the Finish button, the wizard converts your form. At the end 
of the conversion, the wizard displays its results. There can be three results: 

• Successful conve1·sion. This result means that the form was converted 
and the Form Converter has no suggestions for improving the lay
out and functionality of the form through post-conversion edits. A 
successful conversion is shown in Figure 8-11. 

~Conversion Results l!!llm EJ 

Change a/ Addless Form 
IPM.Note.Change of Adci= F01m 
Succe:;,/uljr conve~ted. 

Figure 8-11 
The Form Converter lets you kno1JJ 1vhen you.)11e comJerted a 
form successfully. 

• Successful conversion 1vith To-Do list. This result means that although 
the form was converted successfully overall, the Form Converter de
scribes some post-conversion enhancements that you can make or 
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some functionality on the form that did not convert. The Form 
Converter creates a text version of the To-Do list it displays, named 
ToDo.txt, and copies it into the same folder it places the ASP files 
for the converted form. Figure 8-12 shows a successful conversion 
with a To-Do list. 

• Conversion Results 

reb Candklate 
IPM.PosWob Candidate 
Succ=:fully converted, 

To Do list (T oDo.txt in converted f01m dieclory~ 
0 ullook H T ML Form Converter 
Thi's file contains infounation and recommendations genereted by the converter pertaining to 

the f01m you converted It helps you ident~y elements o1 your Outrook form that were not 
converted See the accompanying docunentation for fUlther details on the converter and the 
C0/1Vel$ion p!DCe$$. 

If the item fisted pertains to a control. its name is in the lorm 'a_b_c_d (eT where: 
a • control'$ Outlook name 
b. c. d ~ other into neceuary to guarantee uniquer=: 
e • the file that contains the control 

Form The ~ed script code was saved to Script. beL but not incolporated into the 
f1Y.JA Form. 

Subiect._e_O_g (Message.asp]: Conuol has 'Resize wah form' selected. size llnd position 
may need to be ad'JUsted 
M~-17 _O_g (Me.na~asp~ Control Ms 'Resiz.e wah f~' select~. size and position _5 

Figure 8-12 
A successful conversion with a To-Do list offers nf8Bestions. 

• No Conversion. This result means that the Form Converter could not 
convert the specified form. This unsuccessful conversion could be 
due to a number of issues, the most common being that the form 
you are trying to convert does not fall into one of the three supported 
form types. Figure 8-13 shows an example of an unsuccessful attempt 
to convert a Task form from an .oft file . 

.:':.s Convenion Resulh i!iliil £i 

Project T <1$k Form. oft 
F 01m wa; not converted 
Ttis f01m cannot be converted beclluse it contain; an un:uppo~ted messag11 class. 

Figure 8-13 
Attempting to convert a task form nsults in the Form 
Converter returning a No Conversion result. 
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Viewing the Results 
The most common way to view the results of your conversion is to larmch your 
web browser and type http://OWAServ.er/exchange/ for the URL, replacing 
OWAServerwith your Outlook Web Access server name. When the Outlook Web 
Access Log On page is displayed, log on. Select Custom Form from the Compose 
New drop-down list as shown in Figure 8-14, and click the Compose New link. ... 

Rekearse de:m.os 

New account information 

Figure 8-14 
Selecting Custom Form from the Compose N CJV drop-down list in Outlook 
'Web Access to view forms converted with the HTML Form Converter. 

After you select Custom Form and click the Compose New link, the Larmch 
Custom Forms window is displayed, as shown in Figure 8-15. This window lists ' • 
the custom forms in your web forms library; the forms you convert ed using the " 
Form Converter will be listed here. Click the link of the custom form that you 
want to test. 

Figure 8-15 
The Lawnch Custom Forms window lists the forms in your web forms 
library. 
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Examples of Conv~rsions 
Now let's take a look at a few figures showing Outlook forms before and after 
being run through the Form Converter. Some of the figures contain the limi
tations mentioned earlier. 

Figure 8-16 shows the converted Compose form for the Account Tracking 
application cliscussed in Chapter 7. The Account Tracking application was not 
designed with conversion to the web in mind; therefore, a large amount of 
dynamic user-interface script was generated for the form. Typically, when forms 
use a lot of script to change user interface elements (for example, when you 
dynamically clisable controls on your form based on the values a user types in 
another control), you will need to manually code many of the changes on the 
converted HTML form. 

Figure 8-16 
The Compose form for the Accou11-t T·racking application. Notice how the 
picture does not come across on the CommandButton control. 

Figure 8-17 on the next page shows the Read form for the Account Track
ing application. The form's custom actions display as buttons in the HTML ver
sion. Also notice that the Form Converter automatically converts the Read form 
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for your Outlook application. The CDO rendering library, which you will learn 
about in Chapter 11, also automatically recognizes that the user is reading infor
mation for an application and thus launches the Read form when that user clicks 
on data in your application. All d1e binding of data in the form is generated by 
the Form Converter. You should be aware, however, that the HTML version 
of this form does not have the full! functionality of the Outlook version. For 
example, the HTML version cannot display the embedded Tasks or Contacts for 
the account because these are populated by using VBScript in the Outlook form. 

Figure 8-17 
The R ead form for the AccoutJ.t Tracking application. Notice that the 
cttstom actions come ac·ross as buttons on the converted form. 

Figure 8-18 shows a helpdesk application before conversion to HTML, 
and Figure 8-19 shows the application after conversion. Notice the Opened By 
text box is automatically filled for the Oudook version but not filled for the 
web version. However, the web version does have text boxes where the default 
values are specified. 

Figure 8-20 and Figure 8-21 on page 250 show the before and after ver
sions, respectively, of another helpdesk application. The Form Converter auto
matically converts the rocks bitmap to a GIF. 
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Figure 6-16 
The Outlook Persian of a helpdesk application. 

Figure 6-19 
The 111eb version of a helpdesk application. 
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Figure 8-20 
The Outlook version of another hetpdesk application. 

Figure 8-21 
The 1veb version of the helpdesk application in Figu·re 8-20. 
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Files Created for Co.nverted Forms 
Forms converted by the Outlook HTML Form Converter consist of a number 
offiles that you can customize. These files are placed in the web forms library, 
which we will discuss in the next section. Let's look at the set of HTML and 
ASP flles that comprise the core architecture of the Form Converter. 

Frm Root.asp 
This file is the entry point of the converted or custom form. For the Form 
Converter, this file includes script and an HTML frameset that displays the other 
components of the form. This file is discussed more in the next section on the 
web forms library. 

Posttitl.asp 
This file is the frame of the form, located near the top of the screen. This frame 
contains the toolbar and the tab strip. The main purpose of this file is to handle 
form commands generated by clicking the toolbar buttons and the tab strip. 

Page_N.asp and Page_N-Read.asp 
Every page in a converted form is represented by a separate .asp file. Certain 
pages of a form have predefined names-for example, the Options tab is named 
Opti.ons.asp. Custom pages of a form are assigned system-generated names, such 
as Page_3.asp. These custom form pages are generated by the Form Converter. 
If you created a separate compose and read layout for a particular form page, 
its ille will have two different versions: Page_N.asp for composing the custom 
form, and Page_N-Read.asp for reading the custom form. 

Commands.asp 
Commands.asp is used to implement utility functions and event handlers for the 
<:onverted form. Commands.asp is never seen by the user but rather is a hidden 
.asp file that is called to handle functions such as standard actions ( On_Send, 
On_Reply, and so on) and also custom action event handlers. 

Form.ini 
The Form Converter automatically creates and publishes a Form.ini file for your 
application. This file contains the form's display name and code page, and indi
cates whether the form should be hidden in the Launch Custom Forms window. 
This file is discussed more in the next section on the web forms library. 
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